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Foreword 
This instruction book is divided into two parts. 

The first part gives instructions relative to the driv-
ing and daily care of the tractor, and must he care-
fully read by every operator. The second part gives 
detailed instructionsregarding repairs. It can be con-
sidered a reference book to be consulted when neces-
sary, since repairs are only made when occasion arises. 

After a long period of use and before beginning 
another such period, it is wise to put the tractor in the 
best possible condition. Certain special tools have 
been made for this class of work. They are not fur-
nished with each tractor since their use is required 
only at intervals. These tools are available to any 
"Caterpillar" user through his dealer. Their use has 
been described and illustrated in this book. 

When making repairs replace all locks, lock wash-
ers, lock wires, cotter pins and gaskets with new ones. 
A great deal of unnecessary work and trouble will 
thereby be eliminated. 

The use of "right" and "left" means right and left 
of the ti-actor as the operator looks forward, from 
seat toward radiator. Cylinders, connecting rods, etc., 
are numbered 1, 2, 3, 4 from front to rear. 

Words in the book in CAPITAL LETTERS such 
as RADIATOR, TIMING GEAR HOUSING, etc., 
are key words and may be found in the index. To 
avoid repetition of instructions, these key words at-c 
used to refer to the place in the 1)00k where informa-
tion on the particular operation may be found. For 
example: To remove the fan the RADIATOR must 
he removed. Find RADIATOR in index and refer to 
page given. 
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A PAGE 

Operation Repair 
Accessory shaft assembly  55 
Accessory shaft gear  50 
Air cleaner, care of  15 
Air cleaner  58 
Anti-freeze liquids, radiator  32 
Attachment, stationary drive  35 

B 
Bearing, crank shaft  69 
Bearing, adjustment crank shaft  69 
Bearing, adjustment connecting rod  66 
Bearings, front idler rol1er  108 
Bearing, front idler shaft  107 
Bearing, sprocket hub  93 
Bearing, adjustment sprocket hub  88 
Bearing, track roller frame outer  86 
Bearing, track roller frame inside .,  111 
Belt pulley attachment  35 
Bevel gear adjustment  102 
Bevel gear and shaft  100 
Bevel gear, sectional view of  38 
Bevel pinion  83 
Brace, track frame diagonal  109 
Bracket, track carrier roller  105 
Brakes, use of  22 
Brake band adjustment, steering clutch  29 
Brake band, steering clutch  84 
Brake, sectional view of steering clutch  38 
Brake, flywheel clutch  78 
Breather  31 
Breather, care of  15 

C 
63 Cam shaft  

Cam shaft gear  51 
Carburetor adjustment  25 
Case, final drive gear - 92 
Channel, track roller frame side  107 
Chart, lubrication  14 
Chart, dimension  13 

78 Clutch brake, flywheel  
Clutch, cleaning and a(ljusttng Ilywhcel  27 
Clutches, cleaning and adjusting steering  28 
Clutch release yoke, steering  99 
Clutch re-lining, flywheel  78 
Clutch, flywheel  76 
Clutch, steering  96 
Cold weather operation  32 
Collar, flywheel clutch shifter fork  76 
Compression, lack of  34 
Connecting rod bearing adjustment  66 
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1'AGE 

Operation Repair 
Connecting rods and pistons  66 
Cooling system, care of  34 
Cover, transmission case top  79 

Crank case  72 
Crank case, to wash  24 
Crank shaft bearing adjustment  69 
Crank shaft bearing  69 
Crank shaft gear  50 
Crank shaft  71 
Cylinders  60 
Cylinder head  59 

Daily inspection  23 
Difficult starting  34 
Dimension chart  13 
Draining radiator  34 
D rawba r  110 
Driving the tractor  22 

E 
Engine, starting  21 
Engine, sectional view  41 

Equalizer spring  110 
F 

Fan  49 
Fenders  80 
Filter, cleaning oil  24 
Filter, oil  64 
Final drive assembly  94 
Final drive, sectional view  38 
Final drive gear  92 
Final drive gear case  92 
Final drive pinion  95 
Floor plates, front  
Flywheel  70 
Flywheel clutch  76 
Flywheel clutch adjustment  27 
Flywheel clutch brake  7$ 
Flywheel clutch, cleaning  27 
Flywheel clutch re-lining  78 
Flywheel clutch, sectional view  40 
Flywheel clutch shifter fork  74 
Flywheel clutch shifter fork collar  76 
Flywheel clutch shifter fork collar grease tube  76 
Foreword  3 
Fork, flywheel clutch shifter  74 
Forks, gear shifter  79 
Front idler  107 
Iron t 1(1 1cr an(l t nick adjustment  31 
Front idler, sectional view of  36 
Front idler roller bearings  10$ 
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PAGE 
Operation Repair 

Front idler shaft bearing  107 
Fuel tank and saddle  57 
Further operating instructions  23 

G 
Gear adjustment, bevel  102 
Gear accessory shaft  50 
Gear, cam shaft  51 
Gear, crank shaft  50 
Gear, final drive  92 
Gear assembly, speed change  81 
Gear, bevel  100 
Gear shifter forks  79 
Gear shifting, directions for  22 
Gear shifter mechanism, sectional view of  39 
General operating instructions  21 
Governor  ... 56 
Grease tube, flywheel clutch shifter fork collar  76 
Guard, track roller frame top  105 

H 
Heat control, manifold  24 
Hill, operation down  32 
Hood  47 
Housing, timing gear  49 
Hub, sprocket  92 

I 
Idler, front  107 
Impulse starter  53 
Instructions for dismantling and rcpair  47 

L 
Lubrication chart  14 
Lubrication  15 

M 
Magneto adjustment  26 
Magneto  54 
Magneto timing  52 
Manifolds  
Manifold heat control  24 
Mud or water, operation in deep  32 

0 
Obstruction, operation over an  32 
Oil filter cleaning  24 
Oil filter  64 
Oiling system, sectional view of engine  42 43 
Oil pressure adjustment  
Oil pump  65 
Oil seals, sprocket hub bearing  $6 
Oil seals, sprocket hub  90 
Operating instructions, general  21 
Operation, cold weather  32 
Operation down hill  32 



PAGE 

Operation 
Operation in deep mud or water  32 
Operation over an obstruction  32 
Operation under dusty conditions  34 

P 

Repair 

Packing gland, sprocket hub  90 
Pinion, bevel  83 
Pinion, final drive  95 
Pistons  66 
Piston pins  69 
Piston rings  63 
Plates, front floor  - - 80 
Preparing tractor for use  11 
Pump, oil  65 
Pump, water - 54 
Push rods  59 

R 
Radiator, draining  34 
Radiator  47 

Reverse gear and shaft  $3 
Rings, piston  68 
Roller frame, track  112 
Roller, track  103 

Roller, track carrier  105 

S 
Seals, sprocket hub bearing oil  86 
Seals, sprocket hub oil  90 
Seat  $0 
Shaft, crank  
Shaft, cain  U)) 

Shaft assembly, accessory  55 
Shaft, lower transniission  82 
Shaft, reverse gear and  83 
Shaft, sprocket  93 
Shaft, steering clutch  100 
Shaft, upper transmission  82 
Shifting gears, directions for  22 
Spark plug adjustment  29 
Speed change gear assembly  81 - 
Specifications  12 
Spring, equalizer  110 
Spring, valve  60 
Spring, track recoil  107 
Sprocket  88 
S p rocket hub  92 
Sprocket huh bearing adjustment  88 
Sprocket hub bearing  93 
Sprocket hub bearing oil seals  86 
Sprocket huh oil seals  90 
Sprocket hub packing gland  90 
Sprocket hub packing gland adjustment  31 
Sprocket shaft  93 
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PAGE 
Operation 

Starting, difficult  34 
Starting the engine  21 
Stationary drive attachment 35 
Steering  22 

Repair 

Steering clutch  96 
Steering clutch, sectional view  38 
Steering clutch brake band adjustment  29 
Steering clutch brake band  - 84 
Steering clutches, cleaning  28 
Steering clutch control adjustment  28 
Steering clutch outer drum  95 
Steering clutch release yoke  99 
Steering clutch shaft  100 

T 
Tank, fuel  57 
Thermostat, view of  40 
Timing gear housing  49 
Timing, magneto  52 
Track and front idler adjustment  31 
Track carrier roller  105 
Track carrier roller sectional view  37 
Track carrier roller bracket  105 
Track, do not lubricate  24 
Track recoil spring  107 
Track  112 
Track roller  103 
Track roller sectional view  -37 
Track roller frame  114 
Track roller frame diagonal brace  109 
Track roller frame inner bearings  111 
Track roller frame outer bearing  -... 86 
Track roller frame side channel  107 
Track roller frame top guard  105 
Transmission, to wash  23 
Transmission sectional view  39 
Transmission case  72 
Transmission case top cover  -. 79 
]ransmission shaft adjustment, lower - - 102 
Transmission shaft, lower  ---- 82 
Transmission shaft, upper  --.. 82 
Tubes, push rod  59 

V 
Valve clearance adjustment  26 
Valve grinding  62 
Valve lifters  62 
\Talvc operating mechanism sectional view  41 
Valve spring and valve  

w 

59 

Water, operation in deep mud or  32 
Water pump  54 

Y 
Yoke, steering clutch release  99 
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Preparing Tractor for Use 

Regardless of the conditions under which the 
tractor is received, the first duty of anyone newly 
charged with its care and operation is to give the 
tractor a detailed inspection. 

Fill the fuel tank, taking care that no dirt. 
water or other foreign substances are admitted 
with the fuel. If the presence of any such sub-
stances is suspected, the fuel should be strained. 

Fill the radiator with clear water, or with the 
proper anti-freeze compound if temperatures be-
low freezing are likely to be encountered. Water 
without lime or other alkaline impurities should 
be used. 

Examine the oil level in the crank case, tratis-
niission case and final drive gear cases to deter-
mine the amount of lubricant in each and supply 
any deficiency as outlined under LUBRICA-
TION. Lubricate the entire tractor: 
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Specifications 
ENGINE Bore, 4"; stroke, 53/2";  R.P.M., 1100. 

Firing order-1-3-4-2. 

FUEL  Gasoline. (In countries where gasoline is unob-
tainable or where its price is unduly high in 
comparison with other locally obtainable fuels, 
distillate, kerosene, alcohol, etc., can be used. 
Information regarding the use of such fuels fur-
nished by dealer on request.) 
Fuel tank of 25 U. S. Standard gallons capacity. 

TRACK  Width of standard track shoe 11". 
Special shoes may be obtained for special pur- 
poses. 

RATINGS . . Drawbar horsepower, 20. Belt horsepower, 25. 

SPEEDS  ist 1  8 M.P.H 3rd 3  6 M.P.H. 
2nd . . . . 2.6 M.P.H. Reverse . . 2.0 M.P.H. 
Note—Tractors built prior to L-1329 and PL-
1670 have second speed of 3.07 M.P.H. 
Tractors built prior to L-1370 and PL-1670 have 
third speed of 4.67 M.P.H. 

DIMENSIONS Shown on page 13. 

NET \VEIGHT . . . . (Approxiniate)-7,522 lbs. 

SHIPPING WEIGHT (Approximate)-7,740 lbs. 
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LUBRICATION 
Chart Points of 
Ref. Lubrica Kinds of 
No. Name tion Lubricant 

I CRANK 1 Crank Case 
CASE Oil 

2 OIL 1 - CrankCase 
FILTER Oil 
NOTE: Oil filter instructions apply to 

tractors below L-1732 and PL-3217. 

3 BREATHER I Used 
Crank Case 
Oil 

4 MAGNETO I Light Crank 
Case Oil 

5 AIR 1 Used 
CLEANER Crank Case 

Oil 

6 FLYWHEEL I Semi-Fluid 
C LUT C H Grease 
SHIFT 
COLLAR 

7 TRANSMTS- Transmission 
SION CASE Oil 

8 FINAL 2 Transmission 
DRIVE Oil 
GEAR 
CASES 

ATTENTION REQUIRED 

Keep oil level to full mark on oil level 
gauge. Check daily. Drain, wash and re-
fill with fresh oil every thirty hours 
under dusty conditions, otherwise every 
sixty hours. 

If tractor is equipped with oil filter, 
drain, wash and refill oil filter case with 
fresh oil. \'Vhen refilling run engine idle 
three minutes, then examine oil level and 
fill to full mark again. 

Drain, and wash oil filter case with 
gasoline or kerosene before removing 
filter elements. Remove elements and 
wash thoroughly in gasoline or kerosene 
every hundred and twenty hours. Replace 
felts yearly. 

In cold or damp weather remove drain 
plug in base each time crank case oil is 
changed. Wash filter every thirty days. 

To wash, remove entire breather and 
shake in gasoline or kerosene. After 
washing pour abotit one-quarter of a pint 
of oil through the hair and let drain be-
fore replacing on tractor. 

Fill oil pocket on drive end of mag-
neto. Let oil settle two minutes and 
refill. Do this every fifty hours. 

At intervals varying from twice a day 
to once a week, depending upon amount 
of dust in air, change oil in container and 
refill to circular mark. Wash filter every 
thirty days. 

To wash, remove entire cleaner from 
tractor and shake in gasoline or kero-
sene. After washing pour about one-half 
of pint of oil through filter and let 
drain before replacing on tractor. Fill 
container to circular mark before oper- 
ating tractor. - 

Two turns of grease cup twice daily 
with clutch in engaged position. (On 
tractors L-1 to L-350, inclusive, give two 
turns of grease cup twice daily; also re-
move inspection cover once daily an(l 
with clutch fully released apply a few 
drops of oil on shaft at front of sliding 
collar.) 

Check oil level daily. Fill until oil runs 
from oil level plug hole in right hand 
side of transmission case. Oil in front 
case adjusts itself to same level as rear 
case. Drain, wash and refill with fresh 
oil every ninety days. 

Check oil level daily. Fill until oil runs 
from filler hole. Drain, wash and refill 
with fresh oil every three huridrcd hours. 
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Chart Points of 
Ref. Lubrica- Kind of ATTENTION REQUIRED 
No. Name tion Lubricant 

9 STEERING 2 Crank Case 
CLUTCH Oil 
RELEASE 
YOKE 
BEARINGS 

10 TRACK 4 Semi-Fluid 
ROLLER Grease 
FRAME 
BEARINGS 

11 TRACK Semi-Fluid 
CARRIER Grease 
ROLLERS 

12 FRONT 2 Semi-Fluid 
IDLERS Grease 

13 TRACK 6 Semi-Fluid 
RO LLERS Grease 

14 OIL 
PRESSURE 
GAUGE 

iS TRACK— 

MISCEL- Crank Case 
LANEOUS Oil 
POINTS 

Oil twice daily. Fill cups while tractor 
is standing still. Allow oil to drain out 
of cups before operating tractor. (On 
tractors L-1 to L-340 inclusive these 
bearings were equipped with grease fit-
tings. Give two turns of grease cup twice 
daily or two turns of pressure grease gun 
handle twice daily). 

Fill bearings daily. 

Fill bearings daily. 

Fill bearings daily. 

Fill bearings daily. 

A sudden drop in pressure indicates 
bearings are not receiving oil. If pres-
sure fails to show, stop engine imme-
diately and determine cause. Operating 
pressure when engine is warm, 25 pounds. 

Do not lubricate. 

Oil once every two weeks as a rust 
preventive. (All joints of the control sys-
tern not equipped with grease fittings, and 
flywheel clutch links and pins.) 

CHART REFERENCE No. 1. CRANK CASE Qir. LEVEL GAUGE 



CHART REFERENCE No.4. OILING TUE MAGNETo 
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CHART REVERENCE No. 3. WASHING THE BREATHER 
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CHART REFERENCE No. 5. WASHING MR CLEANER 

Cnwr REFERENCE NC). 7. ]UANSMISSION On. LEVEL TEST P,.uc 
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CHART REFERENCE No. 8. FINAL DRIVE GEAR CASE FILLER HOLE AND DRAIN PLUG 

 

CHART REFERENCE Nos. 7 ANt) 10. TRANSMISSION OIL FILLER Hoi. AND 
TRACK ROLLER FRAME INSIDE B_RrNr. 
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CHART REFERENCE Nos. II, 12 AND 13. TRACK CARRIER ROLLERS, 
FRONT IDLERS AND TRACK ROLLERS 

FLYWHEEL CLUTCH :,• 
SHIFTER COLLAR. 

GREASE CUP 

CHART REFERENCE Nos. 6, 9 AND 14. STEERING CLUTCH CoNTRol. On, Cups, 
Oii PRESSURE GAUGE AND FLYWHEEL CLUTCH SHIFTER COLLAR GREASE Cu 
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General Operating Instructions 
Operate new tractor under light load for first sixty hours. 

STARTING THE ENGINE 
I. Gear Shift Lever. In neutral position. 
2. Spark. No spark lever is provided. The engine operates on set 

spark, which is retarded for starting by action of impulse starter. It is 
not necessary to set impluse starter. See that the key on ignition switch 
is in place and turned so that it cannot be pulled out. Otherwise the igni-
tion circuit will be grounded and no current will go to the spark plugs. 

3. Throttle. Pull throttle control lever to rear about one-third of the 
way. Do not materially change this setting and do not start the tractor 
until the engine has been running long enough to warm up. 

CORRECT PosITIoN FOR CRANKING ENGINE 
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4. Priming. Dcprcss plungcr on top of carburetor to introduce fuel to 
carburetor fuel bowl. If the engine is cold, or has been idle for some time, 
its starting will be made easier by priming the cylinders. A tablespoon-
ful of gasoline in each priming cup is ample. 

5. Cranking the Engine. The engine is started from the front of the 
tractor by a crank. It should not be necessary to spin the engine to start 
it, and no effort should he made to do so. Stand with your right hand 
on the left hand side of the radiator, the starting crank in your left hand, 
in such a position that it may be pulled over the top quarter of its circle. 
In this position the operator is out of harm's way should the engine 
backfire. 

DRIVING THE TRACTOR 
Always be sure that oil and water are circulating properly before oper-

ating tractor. 
To shift gears, throttle engine down to idling speed, disengage fly-

wheel clutch by pushing clutch lever as far forward as possible, bringing 
the transmission gears to a stop; then, carefully feel gear shift lever into 
proper position for speed desired. 

The positions are as follows: 

First Right Front 
Second Left Rear 
Third Right Rear 
Reverse Left Front 
Neutral In Central Position 

A i• 
fit 

FRONT OF 
TRACTOR - 

(the only •2 

 

 

 

position where lever may be moved sidewise freely). 

Gear shift lever is held in position by a lock and must be moved a 
short distance sidewise before the shift can be made. 

\Vhen the proper gears are engaged, pull throttle control lever all the 
way back. Careftilly engage flywheel clutch until slack is taken un be-
tween tractor and load. Then pull clutch lever back sharply so that it 
locks the clutch in engaged position. 

STEERING 
Steering is accomplished through the use of the steering clutches 

which are operated by hand levers. 
1. Release the steering clutch on side of tractor toward which 

turn is to be made, by pulling hack on steering clutch hand lever on 
that side. 

2. Apply the foot brake on the same side, the amount of pres-
sure depending on the shortness of turn desired. Pressure should be 
so regulated that turn will be made evenly and smoothly, and not as 
a series of jerks. 

3. Just before turn is completed, release brake. 
4. Engage the released clutch quickly but gently. Do not let it 

snap back into position. 
With a load, the effect of disengaging the steering clutch is more pro-

nounced, and, except for sharp right-angle turns, the usc of the font 

brakes is not necessary and is not advised. 
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The brakes are used not only to assist in steering, but to retard the 
motion of the tractor, or to hold it in position. One or both foot Pedals 
may be used for this purpose. Each brake pedal is equipped with a rat-
chet which can be used to lock brake as desired. 

To stop tractor temporarily: 
1. Reduce engine speed by partly closing throttle. 
2. Disengage flywheel clutch by pushing forward as far as pos-

sible on lever. 
3. Disengage gears by n-loving shifter lever to neutral position. 

Re-engage clutch lever. Engine should not be allowed to idle with 
gears in mesh and clutch disengaged. 

4. Further reduce engine speed by closing hand throttle. 
5. Stop engine by turning ignition switch to either right or left. 

This grounds magneto. 
To stop tractor at end of run 
Proceed as above, but do not use ignition switch to stop engine. In-

stead, turn off fuel by means of a valve located under the fuel tank. In 
a few moments carburetor howl will be sucked dry of fuel, and engine 
will die without any fuel remaining in cylinders to condense and dilute 
lubricating oil. 

If temperature is below freezing, or if there is any chance of freezing 
weather before the tractor will be started again, the radiator must be 
drained or made frost-proof by use of proper anti-freeze mixture. If 
anti-freeze mixture is added, run engine a few minutes so new supply 
will be thoroughly mixed with the liquid in cooling system. 

DAILY INSPECTION 
Before each (lay's run, the tractor should be given a general inspection. 

Loose or damaged parts, any shortage of parts or materials, and any 
conditions which might interfere with proper functioning of any part 
should be attended to at once. 

Such means as niav be available to keel) tractor clean should be used. 
Each day the tractor must l)e supplied with fuel and water and all 

parts lubricated as directed under LUBRICATION. 
Drain fuel strainer. 

Further Operating Instructions 
The foregoing paragraphs have been devoted to General Operating 

Instructions which are necessary for the clay to (lay operation of tractor. 
The following paragraphs will give more detailed instructions on the 
various mechanisms together with care which is necessary at intervals 
other than daily. 

TO WASH TRANSMISSION 
Proceed as follows: 

(a) Remove drain plug at bottom of l)evcl gear compartment 
when oil is warm. Allow time for cninplctc drainage and replace 
plu. Plti can he removed by use of spark plug wrench. 
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(b) Fill transmission case with gasoline or kerosene to usual oil 
level. Start engine and with steering clutches released allow the 
transmission to operate in iow gear for a few minutes. 

(c) Remove drain plug and allow all of the gasoline or kerosene 
to drain out before replacing plug and installing fresh oil. Be sure to 
replace gasket on plug. Use transmission oil. 

TO WASH CRANK CASE 
Remove the drain plug from bottom of the oil sump when oil is warm; 

remove crank case side doors and squirt gasoline or kerosene over the 
interior of case and allow to drain thoroughly. - 

Replace drain plug and refill as directed under LUBRICATION. 

OIL FILTER CLEANING 
(Applicable to tractors below L-1732 and PL-3217) 

Remove throttle control rod. Remove filter cover. 
Drain filter case by removing plug in bottom, using small end of 

spark plug wrench. Wash out filter case with gasoline or kerosene be-
fore removing elements. 

Each filter element is held in place by a long hex headed cap screw. 
Loosening these cap screws permits elements to be lifted out. Wash ele-
ments in gasoline or kerosene and allow to drain and dry before re-
placing. 

DO NOT LUBRICATE THE TRACK 
Under no circumstances should lubricant be used on the track. 
The tightness between links is caused by their assembly in a hydraulic 

press and not to a lack of clearance between track pins and bushings. 
This tightness will disappear in the normal operation of the tractor. 

MANIFOLD HEAT CONTROL 
The heat around the intake manifold is controlled by the manifold heat 

control lever which is attached to left hand fender, just to the left of 
driver. 

For cool weather, or winter operation, greater economy will be ob-
tained by pulling lever to the rear about half the distance of ratchet. 
The lever should always he pulled to the rear as far as possible when 
starting, and, as the engine warms up, gradually pushed toward the 
front. Try to keep manifold at a constant temperature, both summer and 
winter, by use of the control. 

It will require a little experimenting on the jart of operator to locate 
the point where tractor will operate most economically. To find this 
point, run tractor a full day with lever set in a certain notch. Keep 
track of fuel consumption and notice the way tractor pull. The next 
day try it in a different notch. In this way the proper point will be 
found for the existing temperature. As the weather changes, the lever 
niay be set a notch hack or forward so that manifold temperature will 
remain practically constant. 
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CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENT 

Turn screw "G" open one turn from closed position. Turn screw "A" 
open one-half turn from closed position. Start and allow motor to warm 
up, after which refine adjustments as follows: 

Idle adjustment with throttle closed: Turn screw "A" in to make 
richer, and out to make leaner. Turn screw "N" left, or out, to decrease 
idling speed; right, or in, to increase idling speed. 

High speed adjustment: Turn screw "G" out to make richer, and in 
to make leaner. 

Should it be necessary to replace either the float or the float valve 
assemblies, the following must be observed: 

First: Be sure the float is placed in the bowl right side up. Let-
ters "T 0 P" on the lever indicate the upper side. 

Second: Be sure the top of the cork, when in its upper position, 
is on a level with the line marked on the inside of the bowl. To set 
the float, bend the lever. 

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS 



VALVE 
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MAGNETO ADJUSTMENT 

Adjustment of breaker points should be checked every thirty days of 
operation. if I)ttted, file carefully, using one of the special contact point 
files sold for this purpose. Make sure that the surfaces remain flat and 
true, and match evenly when they come together after file is removed. 
File no more than is necessary to obtain result desired. The correct gap 
between breaker points is twelve thousandths of an inch (.012"). A com-
bination wrench-gauge is supplied with each magneto. 

To check the gap of the breaker points remove wires from spark plugs, 
take the removable half of impulse starter cover off, and turn the re-
maining half to a position beneath impulse starter. Reniove the breaker 
box cover. Crank the engine over slowly until impulse starter ratchet 
engages, then release ratchet by depressing the exposed end. The crank 
can now be turned over until the shoe of the movable breaker point is 
on the flat of cam without impulse starter re-engaging. in this position 
the gap can be measured and adjusted. 

If magneto does not function, take it to nearest magneto service sta-
tion, which can be located by referring to list in tool box or by consulting 
your "Caterpillar" dealer. 

A magneto coupled to engine may be tested by removing one cable 
from a spark plug and holding eyelet terminal '" away from hex part 
of spark plug while engine crank shalt is rotated. 

VALVE CLEARANCE ADJUSTMENT 
Valve clearance adjustment should be made when engine is hot. 
Turn crank until valve closes and valve push rod is at its lowest posi-

tion. Loosen lock nut on adjusting screw on rocker arm and turn screw 
until there is .009" clearance between the top of the valve stem and end 
of rocker arm. This clearance may be measured with a Feeler Gauge. Re-
check adjustment after lock nut is tightened. 

\TALvr. CLEARANCE ADTUSTMENT 
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FLYWHEEL CLUTCH ADJUSTMENT 

Remove cover from opening to flywheel clutch compartment. 
To tighten flywheel clutch, hold lock pin out, turn pressure plate to 

the right the desired distance, and permit lock pin to drop in the nearest 
retaining hole. There are fifteen of these retaining holes, spaced about 
13/4" apart. 

To test clutch adjustment, pull clutch lever to engaged position. Lever 
should go into this position with a distinct snap, but should not require 
an extremely hard pull. 

FLYWFI EEL CLUTCH Anj USTMENT 

CLEANING FLYWHEEL CLUTCH 

Should ulvwheel clutch facings become sticky, with resultant difficult 
operation of the clutch, pour gasolitie or kerosene into flywheel clutch 
compartment until one-third full. Engage gears and allow engine to run 
vitli clutch disengaged for three to five minutes. Remove plug and 

(train gasoline or kerosene from case. Leave clutch disengaged, over 
night if possible, to allow clutch facings to dry. 
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STEERING CLUTCH CONTROL ADJUSTMENT 
To adjust steering clutch control, remove clutch lever inspection cover. 
Loosen lock bolt holding steering clutch yoke adjusting screw. Turn 

adjusting screw inward, toward center of tractor, to loosen adjustment; 
outward to tighten. Normal wear of steering clutches tends to tighten 
adjustment, which must be loosened occasionally. Adjustment is prop-
érly made when the top of each lever has about 3" free motion. 

 

ADJUSTING STEERING CLUTCH CONTROL 

 

CLEANING STEERING CLUTCHES 
The steering clutches are designed to operate entirely without oil. 

Should oil work into them from bevel gear or final drive compartments, 
causing clutches to slip, they should be washed. 

To wash, drain oil from transmission case and final drive gear cases. 
Pour into each steering clutch compartment about one and one-half 
gallons (U. S. Std.) of gasoline or kerosene. On earlier models it will be 
necessary to close holes under steering clutches with plugs whittled 
from soft wood. Operate tractor back and forth without disengaging 
steering clutches to wash greasc and oil from the outside of the clutches 
and from the inside of compartments. Drain this bath and replace 
covers or plugs. This procedure prevents the possibility of dirt and 
grease from the compartment being washed in between the clutch discs. 

Fill steering clutch compartments a second time with gasoline or kero-
sene, and tie back both steering clutch levers so clutches are disengaged 
With engine running and gears in low speed, allow clutches to revolve 
for five minutes. 'l'hen remove covers or plugs from (lrain holes and 
drain ofT the gasoline or kerosene. Keep clutches disengaged for several 
hours, if possible, until the gasoline or kerosene has had plenty of time 
to drain from between the clutch plates. leflll transmission and final 
drive cases as directed under LUBRICATION. 
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STEERING CLUTCH BRAKE BAND ADJUSTMENT 

To adjust brake bands, remove brake inspcction covers. These covers 
are located on each side between front and rear foot plates. 

Turn brake band adjusting nut farther onto its thread to tighten 
brake. Adjustment should be made so that foot pedal may be depressed 
to within about one inch of the gas tank. 

It should not be tight enough so band will drag. on drum when in 
released position. - 

ADJUSTING STEERING CLUTCH BRAKE BAND 

SPARK PLUG ADJUSTMENT 

The condition of spark plugs should be examined every thirty days of 
operation. The points should not be -set closer than 1/64", and should 
not be permitted to exceed 1/32". 

Cable connections should be tight and clean. Replace cracked cables 
promptly. 
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SPROCKET Hu PACKING GLAND ADJUSTMENT 

TRACK ADJUSTMENT 
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SPROCKET HUB PACKING GLAND ADJUSTMENT 
Remove sprocket guard and final drive pinion outer bearing cover. 

Remove three capscrcws holding sprocket hub dust gtiard to final drive 
case and lift out guard. Tighten packing gland adjusting nuts just 
enough to stop any oil leaks. 

No adjustment is necessary on tractors below L-919 and PL-708. 

TRACK AND FRONT IDLER ADJUSTMENT 

Track adjustment- is correct when track may be raised about 1 /2" 

above track carrier roller. 

To adjust tracks, loosen adjusting bolt clamps and screw adjusting 
bolts in or out as required. 

The length of each front idler recoil spring should be 23 1/16". Adjust 
length of springs by turning large nut at rcar of each spring. Check 
position of front idlers to be sure they are in line with tracks. There 
should be an equal amount of clearance between the inner edges of the 
track rails and the idler rims. By looking through the spaces between 
the track shoes at the front of the idlers, and by observing how the 
tracks feed onto them, it is possible to determine the amount of clear. 
ance present. 

B REATHER 
To remove, reach behind air cleaner with left hand, grasp top of 

breather and unscrew. 

BREATHER REMOVED 
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OPERATION IN DEEP MUD OR WATER 

The tractor should not be operated continuously in deep mud or water. 
However, should such operation be temporarily necessary, special atten-
tion is required. See that the covers over drain holes under steering 
clutches are in place. On earlier models the covers have small drain 
holes punched through them. Close holes with plugs whittled from soft 
wood. 

OPERATION OVER AN OBSTRUCTION 
The fact that the steering clutches are controlled by entirely separate 

levers may be used to advantage in running over an obstruction, such 
as a log or ditch bank. Both clutches may be released slightly, so that 
they slip a little, until the tractor balances on top of the log or obstruc-
tion, then engage one clutch so that the tractor eases obliquely over and 
down. If the tractor is being operated without a load, it may be neces-
sary to use the foot brakes. 

OPERATION DOWN HILL 
When descending a steep grade, with the engine under compression, 

the use of the steering clutches is opposite to that normally employed. 
For example, if it is desired to make a turn toward the right, down a 
steep grade, the steering clutch on the left hand, or outer side of curve, 
is released. The engine, being connected to right hand track, acts as a 
brake, retarding its progress, while the track on the outside of turn is 
free to travel faster, thus describing the circle or turn desired. 

OPERATION IN COLD WEATHER 
When a "Caterpillar" Tractor is to be operated in extremely cold 

weather, as in ice-road logging, or snow removal, certain special precau-
tions are necessary to prevent damage to various parts. 

A "Caterpillar" engine may be operated in temperatures as low as 20 
degrees F. with plain water in radiator, if a curtain is used over radiator 
to cut down circulation of air. When starting engine, let it run two 
minutes before filling radiator, then fill quickly and be sure that the 
water is circulating. Always drain radiator when shutting down for the 
night, if there is any possibility that the temperature may fall below 32 
degrees F. before morning. 

\Vhen tractor is to be operated in temperatures considerably below 
freezing, some liquid must be used in radiator which will not freeze at 
lowest temperature to he encountered. This anti-freeze liquid may be a 
solution of alcohol or glycerine in water. The alcohol solution is cheapest 
in first cost, but very subject to evaporation, while glycerine evaporates 
very slowly. \'Vhatever solution is used, it must be inspected at least 
once a day to be sure that it has not changed in strength and so lost its 
capacity for frost resistance. What is commonly sold under the name 
"saw oil" may also be used. This is a very light grade of oil that will 
circulate properly in the cooling system even at a low temperature. 
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When a tractor is to be operated in temperatures below freezing, 
lighter oil should be used in all parts of the tractor. Crank case oil is 
divided into three classes, for use in temperatures above freezing, tem-
peratures between freezing and 00  F., and temperatures below 00  F. 

Transmission oil is divided into two classes, for use in temperatures 
above and below freezing. Consult your dealer for information as to 
what particular grade of oil of any particular manufacturer should be 
used. 

It will be found to be real economy to provide some sort of warm stor-
age whenever it is at all possible. The contractor ho is moving from 
one job to another cn usually equip himself with a portable garage in 
which a kerosene stove may be kept burning over night. 

An engine which has been standing for sonie time in a very low tem-
perature may start more readily if it is warmed. A gasoline blow torch 
may be used, or a torch made of rags wrapped on a stick and saturated 
with kerosene. However, this cannot be done without some injury to 
the paint. The liquid in the cooling system may be drained, warmed and 
replaced. Keep fire away in warming alcohol solution. 

Another method of warming the interior of cylinders is as follows: 
turn engine over until pistons are all equi-distant from tops of cylinders. 
Remove spark plugs and squirt a spoonful of gasoline on top of each 
piston. Then apply a lighted match to spark plug hole, keeping hand 
and face out of way of resulting spurt of flame. This operation should 
be repeated several times for each cylinder. Sometimes the cylinder in 
which exhaust valve is open will not ignite easily, in which case it may 
be necessary to burn out other cylinders and then turn engine over 
enough to close that valve. This heating action will, of course, be most 
effective if cooling system is empty. 

The carburetor bowl may be warmed just before engine is to be started 
by wrapping it in cloth and applying boiling water. Fire should not be 
used on carburetor, due to possibility of an explosion. 

If gasoline available for priming engine is lacking in volatile units, 
and so does not vaporize readily, it may be necessary in extremely cold 
weather to use ether for priming. However, this will he necessary only 
rarely if cylinder walls and intake manifold are warmed as above out-
lined. 

If the engine crank case contains very light oil, and has been standing 
longer than over night, there will he a possibility that the oil may have 
drained away from cylinder walls to such an extent that damage may 
result when the engine is started, before fresh oil has reached these stir-
faces. In such case, it will be well to remove spark plugs and squirt a 
few tablespoonfuls of oil on top of each cylinder. The engine should then 
l)e turned over several times to allow this oil to work down between 
pistons and cylinder walls. This procedure will also improve engine com-
pression and thus facilitate starting. 

The lubricating oil on cylinder walls of a tractor engine that has stood 
over night in a low temperature will be so thick that engine will turn 
over quite hard the first few revolutions, until this oil is loosened up. 
For that reason it is well to turn a very cold engine over by hand a few 
times before priming it. Such action will also have the additional ad- 
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vantage of (lcterflhitliflg whether any bronze bushing is frozen tight, and 
if any water is frozen in pump where it might cause breakage. 

OPERATION UNDER DUSTY CONDITIONS 
To reduce to a m ininium the amount of dust taken into the air cleaner, 

the air cleaner inlet pipe should be extended by installing air cleaner in-
let i)ipe extension supplied with the tool equipment of the tractor. To 
make this installation, first place bolt /8  x 2 /2" through hole in extension 
pipe, leaving nut loose. Insert extension in inlet pipe until bolt rests on 
top of inlet pipe. Tighten nut on bolt until extension is firmly held in 
inlet pipe. 

An aircleaner inlet pipe hood is available for use where conditions are 
such that there is a possibility of the air cleaner becoming clogged with 
leaves, straw, or other objects of considerable size. 

CARE OF COOLING SYSTEM 
Construction of cooling system is such that removal of a drain plug 

tinder radiator will drain entire system if tractor is standing level, or 
tipped to right. \'Vhen draining radiator in cold weather, be sure tractor 
is not tipped to left, as in that position water will remain in lower water 
manifold and breakage from freezing may result. After draining, crank 
the engine a few turns to prevent possibility of any water collecting and 
freezing in water pump. The drain plug should not be replaced until 
cooling system is to be refilled. 

Some water contains minerals which, under the action of heat, niay 
form scale in cylinder water jackets and radiator. If scale is present in 
circulation system it should be treated as follows: 

(a) Drain cooling system completely. 
(b) Dissolve common washing soda in enough water to fill cool-

ing system in the proportion of one and one-quarter pounds of soda 
to each gallon of boiling water. 

(c) Fill radiator with this solution and allow it to circulate 
through cooling system for one full day of work. 

(d) Drain cooling system and flush out with clean water to re-
move particles of scale which niay have become disengaged but nol 
completely dissolved. 

DIFFICULT STARTING 
Before an engine will start, it is essential that fuel reach the cylinders 

(in form of vapor mixed with the proper proportion of air), be com-
pressed, and be fired by a spark. 

If engine does not start after priming, it can reasonably be assumed 
that ignition or compression is at fault. If it starts when primed, but 
stops after a few revolutions, it indicates that ignition and compression 
arc all right and that fuel either is not reaching the cylinder or has not 
the proper proportion of air. - 

Fuel may not be reaching the cylinders because of sediment in fuel 
strainer or lines. Be sure fuel is getting to carburetor. The carburetor 
nav be out of adj ustnient. There may he water in the fuel. Air leaks 
above the carburetor at throttle valve shaft, intake manifold or valve 
stem guides may be making the mixture too lean. 
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The ignition system may be short Circtlite(l. Switch kcy off or out. 
Wires may be broken or disconncctcd. The spark plugs may be dirty 
or have moisture condensed on the points. The gap of the points may 
be too wide. 

Poor compression may be traced to insufficient valve clearance, carbon 
-on valve seats, valves need grinding, valve stems stuck in guides, piston 
rings worn or stuck in slots, imperfect film of oil between piston and 
cylinder walls due to overpriming, use of too light an oil, or engine 
standing idle a long time. 

STATIONARY DRIVE ATTACHMENT 

\\Then  operating stationary drive attachment, the bearings on upper 
transmission shaft will not receive lubrication as when tractor is in 
motion, due to the fact that the lower transmission shaft (loCs not re-
volve. Therefore, to insure that these bearings receive proper lubrica-
tion, it is very important that the following instructions be carried out 
at least twice a day: 

(a) Disengage flywheel clutch and shift gears into "high." 

(b) Release both steering clutches and engage flywheel clutch 
for two or three minutes, to allow oil to be well splashed about in 
transmission case. 

(c) Disengage flywheel clutch, let go of steering clutch levers 
and shift gears to neutral. 

Transmission oil is used to lubricate the stationary drive. Remove 

STATRNAV I)RIVE ATTACH MENT 
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plug in top of housing and pour oil through hole until it reaches level 
of testing plug hole which will be found in rear of housing. 

When stationary drive attachment is iii place on tractor, pour oil for 
tractor transiiiission in filler hole at side of stationary drive housing. 

The illustrations on these pages are sectional views 
rlijch show the construction of the various units. 

With a better understanding of the working parts and 
how they are put together, the operator vill be in a 
better position to intelligently care for the tractor. 

FRONT I 1)LIR 
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TRAcK ROLLER 

TRACK CARRIER ROLLER 
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TRANSMISSION CFIANGE SPEED GEARs, GEAR SHIFTER MECHANISM 

AND STEERING CIu1cI CoNTnors 

EFFECTiVE WITH TRACTORS L-1901 ANt) PL 2861 
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Fl.VWHFEr. ClUTCH 
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ENGINE VALVE OPETTNc MECHANISM 
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ENGINE OILING SYSTEM. (Effective on tractors L-1732 and PL-217) 
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ENGINE OILING SYSTEM (TRACTORS BELOW L-1732 AND PL-3217) 
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Instructions for Dismantling and Repair 
HOOD 

To remove hood, loosen hold-down clamps at bottom of each door of 
hood. Remove two cap screws holding hood to top of radiator. Hood 
and doors may then be lifted off as a unit. 

To remove doors from hood, drive out hinge rod which makes this 
connection. Use a 4" rod or a nail to start it, then grasp exposed end 
with pliers or wrench, and drive out. 

RADIATOR 
To remove radiator, remove HOOD. Remove cap screw holding clip 

over lower end of radiator overflow pipe, on left side of radiator. Bend 
overflow pipe to rear enough to withdraw lower end of pipe from hole 
in engine lower guard plate. 

Remove four cap screws holding hood side l)latc and lower guard 
plate to radiator on each side of engine. Remove four bolts on left side 
which hold lower guard plate to angle iron on left side of engine and 
swing these plates a few inches to one side. 

Remove nuts froni studs in lower side of crank case, on right side, 
which hold angle iron of lower guard plate to engine; also remove upper 
1)olt at rear end of right hand hood side plate. This last operation per-
mits front end of side plate and lower guard plate to drop down, ex-
posing two cap screws on front end of water pump inlet pipe. Reniove 
these two cap screws, also two cap screws connecting radiator upper 
tank to radiator inlet pipe. Remove nuts from studs holding radiator 
bottom tank to timing gear housing. Radiator may now be removed. 

RADIATOR REMOVED 
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Two persons can lift it off easily—or it may be handled by one person 
by using a rope sling over a rafter or tree limb. 

To dis-assenible radiator, remove guard assembly, fan shield plates 
and radiator side plates. Then reniove cap screws holding radiator core 
to to1) and bottom tanks. 

Before replacing radiator, loosen cap screws holding radiator inlet 
pipe to cylinder head, so front end of inlet pipe will drop slightly. This 
will make it easier to replace bottom of radiator on studs without dam-
age to gasket located between radiator and inlet pipe.. 

TIMING GEAR HOUSING AND FAN REMOVED 
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TIMING GEAR HOUSING 
To remove timing gear housing, remove RADIATOR. Disconnect 

carburetor control lever from carburetor control rod. Disconnect gover-
nor spring from governor spring lever. By means of throttle control rat-
chet, pull governor spring as far as possible to rear, where it will be out 
of the way while working on other parts. 

With small end of spark plug wrench, remove screw holding oil line 
to fan gear housing. .In replacing timing gear housing be sure that the 
two copper washers on this connection are not damaged. 

Remove two nuts from studs extending through rear of timing gear 
housing plate on either side of fan gear housing. Remove bolts and cap 
screws holding timing gear housing to housing plate and crank case. 

Remove timing gear housing and fan assembly complete by pulling 
straight forward. 

Before timing gear housing is replaced, be sure that oil hole in gover-
nor sliding sleeve is on top of sleeve. 

FAN 
To remove fan, remove RADIATOR. \'Vith cold chisel, loosen lock 

holding six nuts on studs in fan spider. Remove nuts. Fan may then be 
pulled off of studs. 

To remove fan shaft, remove fan hub assembly from front end of fan 
shaft. Remove hex nut on end of fan shaft, also spacer just behind nut. 
Fan hub is held in place on shaft by tapered fit and Woodruff key. Use 

REMOVING FAN Flun 
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pinch bar to pry on one side of hub, between hub and timing gear hous-
ing, tapping other side of huh with hammer. This will loosen hub and 
permit its removal. Woodruff key should then be removed. Remove 
TIMING GEAR HOUSING. Remove two cap screws holding fan gear 
housing assembly to inner face of aming gear housing, and lift fan gear 
housing from fan gear. Fan gear and shaft may then be lifted from 
timing gear housing. 

Fan gear is held on shaft with Woodruff key and press fit. Should it 
be necessary to remove gear, replace it so that oil hole in gear lines up 
exactly with oil hole in shaft. 

In re-assembling, note that Woodruff key should also engage notch in 
timing gear thrust washer, directly in front of gear, and put fan gear 
housing in Place before replacing fan. In repl.acing timing gear housing, 
be sureo11 hole in governor sliding sleeve is on top. 

CRANK SHAFT GEAR 
To remove this gear, remove TIMING GEAR HOUSING. Loosen 

lock and remove starting crank jaw. 
Install special gear puller, placing spacer between center screw and 

end of crank shaft. Place cold chisel or siniilar tool between cam shaft 
gear and accessory shaft gear, to keep crank shaft from turtling under 
pull of wrench. \'Vhen a good strain is taken with wrench on center 
screw, strike end of screw sharp blow with hammer to loosen gear on 
shaft. 

To remove crank shaft thrust washer, located behind crank shaft gear, 
loosen locks and remove four cap screws from thrust plate. Thrust 
washer may then be pried oil of shaft without removing key. 

If new thrust washer is installed he sure that it is thinner than the 
spacing washers between the thrust plates. 

\rhieii  replacing crank shaft gear, be sure that "0" mark on rim of 
gear matches with "0" mark on cam shaft gear. 

Put key in keyway in shaft, to hold thrust washer in place while gear 
is being driven home. Start gear on shaft carefully, being sure it is 
square and will mcsh properly with key. Drive it home with babbitt 
hammer. When starting crank jaw is replaced, replace lock. 

ACCESSORY SHAFT GEAR 
To remove this gear, remove TIMING GEAR HOUSING. 
Remove governor sliding collar from end of shaft. Loosen lock on nut 

holding gear on shaft and use small end of spark plug wrench to remove 
tint. Gear is held on shaft by press fit and key, and must be pulled off. 

Place heads of 2 "  x 5" machine bolts through holes in gear, with puller 
over bolts. Wedge bolt heads to one side of holes, so they will stay in 
place when strain is taken. Be careful not to lose key in shaft. 

To remove bronze thrust washer behind accessory shaft gear, loosen 
locks on two cap screws holding thrust plate in place, and feniove cap 
screws and plate. Be careful not to lose small spacer washers located 
between plates. Thrust washer is slotted for gear key, so will come off 
Wi (lion t removal of key. 
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Gear may be replaced on shaft by tapping with hammer. Do not tap 
hard, as blows are carried by shaft to tapered pin in pump impeller, 
which may shear under heavy blows. 

Accessory shaft gear may also be removed from rear, by removal of 
ACCESSORY SHAFT ASSEMBLY. 

USING SERVICEMAN'S Toot. TO REMOVE TIMING GEARS 

CAM SHAFT GEAR 
To remove this gear, remove TIMING GEAR IIOUSJNG. 
Loosen lock and remove nut. Use special puller. 
Place heads of s/s" x 5" machine bolts through holes in gear, with 

puller over bolts. "Wedge bolt heads to one side of holes, so they will 
stay in place when pull is made. 

When replacing cam shaft gear, he sure that "0" mark on rim matches 
with "0" mark on rim of crank shaft gear. 
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MAGNETO TIMING 
Remove left han(l hood side plate, rocker arm cover and cover from 

starter motor opening, on forward si(Ie of flywheel case, left side of 
engine (or remove starter, if one is on cnginc). Check breaker point gap, 
as described unicr MAGNETO ADJUSI'MENT. 

Turn crank over until piston in cylinder number one is on top center 
of compression stroke. lop center can be located by lining up the mark 
"TC 1&4," or on earlier models the niark—"C"--with tile mark on the 
edge of the starter hole opening. The compression stroke can he deter-
niitied by observing tile position of the valves. The intake and exhaust 
valve should be closed on cylinder No. I and the exhaust valve open on 
cylinder No. 4. 

Another mark—"Mag."----or on earlier models a punch mark will be 
found on the flywheel 30°  to the left of the first one. Depress ends of 
impulse starter pawls and turn flywheel by means of fan a little past 
this mark and then return to it. This is done to take up any backlash 
which might be present in tile timing gears or magneto coupling. The 
crank of No. I cylinder will now he 30° ahead of top center on com-
pression stroke which is the firing point for that cylinder. In this posi-
tion the distributor disc conducting segment should be in contact with 
the carbon brush which is connected by wire to tile spark plug of 
cylinder No. 1, and the breaker points should be just separating. 

Check timing and if not correct loosen two screws in adjustable 
coupling, depress ends of impulse starter pawls and rotate magneto 

FLYW!IEEL AND STARTER HOLE TIMING MARKS 

Fm M TN( MARKS (EARLY MODELS) 
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TIMING MAGNETO 

I ----l)istribiitor lisc scginciit. 2—I3rcakcr points. 3—Tliiii strip of paper. 4—TI,is 
carlRlli !rush conncctcd by vi rc to spark plug of cylinder No. 1. 5—Wliitc hoc 

should line tip with point. 

a iiiiatu rc Until distributor coiiduc ting scgmcii t a iid l)reaker poi ii ts arc iii 
proper posittoti. A tlii u piCCC of pa per may bc inserted between the 
brcakcr 1)0111  ts to assist ii (lCtCrI11i11 I ng positioti when brcakcr 1)oiflts 

separate. When the paper can just be pulled through without tcari1ig, 

the breaker points will he separated about .002". \\'itli the brcaker points 

in this position the v1iite line on tlic (listributor disc should line U!)  with 
(lie pointed screw in top insi(lc surface of magneto housing. 

\ F AGN :10 Coo II.I NG Ptns 
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IMPULSE STARTER 
Alter iitgneto has been rcmovcd from tractor, FCUIOVC lli)atil)g (uSC 

and round nut. Rctainiiig cup, driving CUt)  and spring may then be re- 
1novc(I. to replace the spral Spring P its outer ('lid into 1100k the 
inside of the (t!'IVill ('t1. insert (lie inner ('11(1 of (lie spring iii (lie mItt'!) 
in (lie hUb of the magneto nienilier, place (lie parts thus partially asseni- 
bled weeii the halnis of (tie hands and liv ro(;l (jug (lie hands, \viu)d 
the spiral spring until the two proJections on the (I riviuig CU!)  engage 
(lie stops on the magneto member. TIM E MAC ETO. 

MAGNETO 
Jo rcuiiovc the magneto, release two clali1')iu)g springs on ilill )LIISC 

starter cover, and take out two long screws that hold halves of starter 
cover together. One-half of cover should be removed. Disengage coup-
Ii rug by loosening two screws that clamp adjustable collar to knurled 
hub. Remove the cap screws that hold magneto to magneto bracket. 
Remove wires from spark plugs and cap screws which hold conduit to 
cylinder head. The magneto, spark plug wires, and conduit may now 
be reniovcd. 

WATER PUMP 
Jo remove water pump, rei'uove MA GN EI'O and drive hub, discoluicc.t 

the. throttle control rod from the govcrnor control rod, remove 'water 
outlet pipe and elbow of inlet pipe and remove nuts from four studs 
which 1101(1 water pump bo(ly and bracket in assembly. 

Loosen packing ii uts at each cml of water pu nip. \Vatcr jni m p l)n(lV 

can now be removcd to rear over end II accessory shaft. 
Jo remove impeller. d nyc cnit tapered 1)111 vliich exteuitls tlirotigli 

accessory shaft and hub of impeller. Pry impeller to rear along shaft 
until it clears key on shaft, after which it may i.e removed over rear 
end of shaft. 

WATER PUMP IMPELLER REMOVAL 
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Water pump bracket may be removed next, sliding to rear along shaft. 
If new impeller is installcd lìolc must l)C drillcd and reamcd for #2x 15/2" 
tapered pin. 

ACCESSORY SHAFT ASSEMBLY 
lo remove this assembly, remove MAGN E'l'O. J)isconncct throttle 

control rod from governor control rod. 
Remove water pump outlet pipe and elbow of inlet pipe. Remove 

three bolts, also nuts from two studs, holding pump bracket to timing 
gear housing plate. Lift rear end of accessory shaft upward, outward, 
and rearward, revolving slightly so accessory shaft gear will disengage 
from cam shaft gear. Entire assembly may then be lifted out. Remove 
accessory shaft gear from shaft. To remove shaft from pump assembly, 
dis-assemble as described under WATER PUMP. 

When installing new shaft, hole must be drilled for tapered pin hold-
ing impeller in place. Drill and ream for a #2 x 15/2" tapered pin. Be 
sure that the hole is exactly the same distance from front end of shaft 
as is hole in old shaft. 
• \'Vhen re-assembling, be sure to place governor sliding sleeve with 
oil hole on top, so that it will receive proper lubrication. 

ACCESSORY SHAFT REMOVAL 
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GOVERNOR 

The governor adjustment should not be changed unless it has been 
determined that the engine i not operating at rated speed. To check 
governed speed, count revolutions of sprocket, which should be thirty-
two revolutions per minute in intermediate gear with load. Note On 
tractors L-1 and PL-1 to L-1328 and PL-1669 mci. the sprocket speed 
should be thirty-eight R.P.M. in intermediate with load. 

If adjustment should be necessary, proceed as follows: disconnect 
carburetor control rod from carburetor control lever on the left side of 
engine and disconnect governot:  control rod from throttle control rod on 
the right side of engine. Remove cover of governor compartment on 
timing gear housing and disconnect governor lever from spring. The 
adjusting rod, with spring attached, may be pulled forward until adjust-
ing nuts, which are locked to rod, are clear of governor compartment. 

The adjustment on rod is made by straightening out lock between 
nuts and then screwing nuts to the desired position. To increase speed, 
screw nuts toward governor spring, and away from it to decrease speed. 

GOVENOR ROD REMOVED FOR ADJUSTMENT 
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FUEL TANK 

When removing tank to work on other parts of the tractor, remove 
tank and saddle as a unit. 

To remove tank only, drain tank. Remove HOOD. Disconnect rear 
end of, and remove, fuel line. 

Unscrew square shoulder at top of globe valve stem in fuel line, which 
will permit removal of valve handle. 

Remove nuts from studs at each end of fuel tank bands and remove 
bands. Tank may then be lifted from cradle. 

in re-connecting fuel line, be sure threads in packing nuts are started 
straight. 

FUEL TANK AND SADDLE 
To remove fuel tank and saddle, remove HOOD, disconnect ground-

ing wire from magneto end cap and withdraw wire to rear through hole 
in fuel tank saddle. Disconnect both ends of oil pressure line running 
from bottom of oil filter to oil pressure gauge and withdraw to rear. 
Disconnect rear end of fuel line, remove bolt holding heat control lever 
to its bracket on left hand front corner of fuel tank saddle. 

Remove front fender braces. Remove seven bolts at each end of tank 
saddle, holding saddle in place. Lift tank and saddle up and off. 

In replacing, be sure that lower edge of saddle is placed between the 
upper edges of rear engine plate and front floor plate. 

FUEL TANK AND SADDLE REMOVED 
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AIR CLEANER 

To remove air cleaner, remove HOOD, remove oil container from bot-
toni of cleaner, remove two cap screws holding bottom of cleaner to 
breather base (/8"  T handle wrench) and remove nut holding top sup-
1)ort of cleaner to cylinder head (/8"  T handle wrench). 

Lift cleaner straight up and off, slipping outlet pipe out of rubber hose. 

AIR CLEANER REMOVED 

MANIFOLDS 

To remove manifolds, remove HOOD and AIR CLEANER. Remove 
heater control upper rod. 

Disconnect front end of fuel line from carburetor. Remove four 
nuts holding manifold extension to bottom of manifold, and allow car-

buretor and manifold extension to rest on oil level gauge. Remove four 

/2 "  nuts from studs holding manifolds to cylinder head. \Vitlidaw mani-
fold from studs. 
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MANIFOLDS REMOVED 

CYLINDER HEAD-PUSH RODS-TUBES 

To remove cylinder head, remove MANIFOLDS. 

Remove rocker arm cover, held in place by four nuts. Should gasket 
stick to cover, loosen it carefully so that gasket remains on head. 

Remove rocker arms, disconnect oil line connections, and remove two 
nuts holding each rocker arm assembly to cylinder head. Remove push 
rods. Remove two cap screws holding ignition vire conduit to cylinder 
head. Remove four cap screws holding radiator inlet pipe to head an(l 
to radiator. Be careful not to drop thermostat. Remove cap screw hold-
ing oil feed line to right hand side of cylinder head. 

Remove twelve " nuts front studs holding cylinder head and cylin- 
ders to crank case. Pry each end of head up, to loosen it from gaskets 
on cylinders. \Vhen head has been raised about 2 ", remove push rod 
tubes, springs and washers. 

Lift head up and off. 

In each gasket, there is only one water hole for each cylinder, While 
in the cylinder and head there are several openings. lhicsc extra open- 
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ings are only for use in coring these castings. Do not cut additional 
holes in the gaskets. To do so will cause improper water circulation 
and may cause engine to heat. 

Replace all cylinder head nuts finger tight, then tighten them uni-
mornily, giving one turn of wrench to each nut in-succession, until all are 
tight. 

After rocker arms are replaced, ADJUST VALVE CLEARANCE. 

REMOVING CYLINDER HEAD 

CYLINDERS 
To remove cylinders, remove CYLINDER HEAD. Remove lower 

water manifold, on left side of cylinders. The cylinders may then be 
lifted out one at a time. 

VALVE SPRING AND VALVE 
To remove valve spring and valve, remove CYLINDER HEAD. If 

valve spring remover is not available, jaws of monkey-wrench in tool 
equipment can be used to depress spring so that valve spring retainer 
locks can be removed. - 

Remove cotter pin from each valve stern. Be sure to replace these 
pins when valves are replaced. 
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REMOVING CYLINDER 

REMOVING VALVE SPRINGS AND VALVES 



p 
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VALVE GRINDING 
Remove CYI.ANDER HEAD and VALVE SPRINGS. 
Place a small coil spring between valve head and valve guide to hold 

valve about 2"  away from cylinder head. 
Use valve grinding tool, furnished with tool equipment, in a carpen- 

ter's brace. 

VALVE GRINDING 

Use a good grade of grinding compound, and rotate valve first in one 
direction and then the other, allowing spring to lift valve from its scat 
at each change of rotation. Grind until all spots have been refllOVe(l and 
a smooth seat has been obtained on both valve and seat. This can he 
chccke(l, after valve and scat have been thoroughly cleaned, by placing 
about eight pcncil marks equally spaced around face of valve and of 
seat, and then rotating valve in seat about one-quarter of a turn. If these 
marks rub out evenly, valve may be considered properly ground. It is 
advtsal)lc to use a finer grade of grinding compound for finishing to 01)-
tam a better and smoother scat. Wash all parts thoroughly with gasoline 
and lubricate valve stems before assembling. Be sure that valves are 
assembled in seats in which they were ground. 

If new valve stem bushings arc used, they must be reamed to fit valve 
after they have been pressed into place. It will be noted that the valves 
are marked 1 to , from front to rear, and that the valve seats are marked 
on the cylinder head to correspond. When grinding, valves should be 
kept in this order. 

It is not advisable to use valve reseater except as a last resort. 

VALVE LIFTERS 
To remove valve lifters, remove CYT.TDER HEAD and PUSH 

ROD TUBF.S. Nciiiove nut holding valve lifter guide yoke. Guides 
and valve lifters may then be withdrawn. 

Dirt should be thoroughly cleaned away from around guides before 
they are removed. 
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CAM SHAFT 
To remove this assembly, remove TIMING GEAR HOUSING. 
Loosen locks and remove four cap screws which hold cam shaft thrust 

plate to front of crank case. Thcse cap screws arc reached through hole 
in cam shaft gear, using /8"  T handle wrench. Timing gears may be 
revolved by using pinch bar in starting crank jaw. When these four 
cap screws are removed, cam shaft may be drawn forward about 
Remove rocker arms to take pressure from valve lifters. Remove air 
cleaner oil container and both left hand crank case side covers. 

CAM SHAET REMOVAL 
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The cam shaft can be withdrawn a little at a time, revolving it so that 
the cams face downward as they pass the various valve lifters, which 
will have to be lifted one at a time with the fingers to permit the cams 
and the oil pump gear and center and rear cam shaft bearings to pass. 

All cam shaft gears are marked with an "0" on the rim in the same 
plae relative to the keyway. \\hcn  installing new gear or shaft, be 
sure this mark is on outer face of gear. 

Cams are so located that exhaust valve closes 100  past top center. 
The valve lifters and cam shaft may be replaced by reversing the above 

operations. The valve lifters should be inserted one at a time, just ahead 
of the end of the shaft as it is. moved into place. 

OIL FILTER 
Applicable to Tractors below L-1732 and PL-3217 

To remove oil filter, remove left hand hood side plate and left hand 
rear crank case side cover. Loosen locks and remove cap screws holding 
oil pump to oil filter. Remove right hand hood side plate. Disconnect 
and remove throttle control rod. Disconnect oil line leading from bot-
toni of oil filter to pressure gauge. Remove six cap screws holding oil 
filter to crank case. Filter may now be lifted off. 

On. FILTER ELEMENT IEMOVED 
(Applicable to tractors below L-1732 and PL-3217) 
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OIL PUMP 

To remove oil pump, remove left and right hood side plates. On 
tractors equipped with oil filters removal of pump and filter will be 
facilitated by running left hand track onto a 6" block to raise front of 
engine. Remove left hand front and rear side covers. Remove cap screw 
in rear of oil puiiip suction tube and two nuts which secure clamp on 
front end of tube Lift out clamp and pull rear end of tube to left away 
from oil pump. 

Disconnect and remove throttle control rod. Disconnect pressure 
gauge oil line from bottom 61 right rear cover and disconnect center 
crank shaft bearing oil line from right hand side of case. Turn crank 
shaft so rear connecting rod hearing is about 

3Q0 
 from bottom left side of 

case. Remove six cap screws holding right rear side cover to case and 
cover or fllter and pump may be lifted out by tipping to right. 

On tractors below L-362 remove oil filter. Oil pump may then be 
lifted out. Check oil pressure after pump is replaced. 

On. PUMP REMOVED 
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OIL PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT 

Rcmove left rear side door of crank case. Oil pressure adjustment is 
made by turiiing a knurled nut near bottom of crank case on front side 
of oil pump. Turning nut clockwise increases pressure; anti-clockwise 
decreases pressure. Adjustment should not be changed until it has been 
very (lefinitely determined that any change in reading of oil pressure 
gauge is not caused by broken oil line, loose bearings, dirty oil filter 
elements, etc. 

Note that in cold weather, oil gauge may not register for a few nun-
utes until oil line from filter to gauge is warm; also that gauge pressure 
will be higher when oil is cool and thick than when it is thoroughly 
warmed up. 

Gauge should read 25 lbs. to 28 lbs. when engine is thoroughly warm. 
In base of oil filter on tractors so equipped is located a by-pass valve, 

which vill function if neglect of oil filter elements allows them to be-
come so clogged that they vill no longer allow oil to pass. This by-pass 
valve is set at the factory at a pressure five pounds higher than that 
normally required to force oil through the filter. It should never need 
any attention, and no attempt should he made to change its adjustment 
without first consulting the dealer's Service Department. 

CONNECTING ROD BEARING ADJUSTMENT 
Connecting rod hearings should be inspected and tested for wear after 

each ninety days of tractor operation. Bearings should be tested when 
warm so that oil is thin. Bearings of a force feed lubricated engine 
should not be adjusted tight. The connecting rod bearings should have 
at least .003" clearance, and never more than .012". 

The samc number of shims should be removed from each side of the 
hearing. When shim is removed, file babbitt tips level with remaining 
shims. 

\Vhcn it becomes necessary to renew a bearing, the connecting rod 
and cap should be sent to dealer for re-babbitting, as he is equipped to 
re-bore the bearing at exact right angle to the cylinder bore. These bear-
ings are bored round, and should require no scraping during re-assembly 
in the engine. In an old engine in which the crank shaft has been re-
ground, accurate record should be kept of the new size of the crank pin 
bearings so that the connecting rods can be properly re-bored to fit. Be 
sure that the connecting rods and caps are re-assembled on the proper 
bearing. Rods and caps are numbered from I to 4. Numbers are 
stamped on left side of bearings. 

CONNECTING RODS AND PISTONS 
To remove connecting rods and pistons, remove left hand hood side 

plate and left hand crank case door opposite rod and piston to be re-
ni ove d. 
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If rod No. 3 or No. 4 is to be removed, remove carburetor manifold 
extension and air cleaner outlet elbow. Remove cotter pins and nuts 
from connecting rod bolts, using double opening socket wrench. Remove 
lower half of bearings, including bolts. Revolve crank shaft until bear-
ing stands in front of door. Pry end of connecting rod off of crank shaft 
and pull rod toward but not through door. Turn crank shaft until crank 
pin is on side away from door. Rod and piston No. 3 or No. 4 may be re-
moved intact by lowering rod into bottom of oil sump, revolving it so 
that it will pass edge of sump. 

Rod and piston No. 1 or No. 2 will have to he dis-assembled. Lower 
until aluminum plug in side of piston is visible below bottom of cylinder. 
Insert heavy nail or sinall rod through hole in center of one plug, and 
drive opposite plug out of side of piston. Piston pin may then be with-
drawn. Should it be too snug to pull out with fingers, turn piston 
around, drive out other plug, and tap pin out. Be careful not to mar 
inside of bronze bushing in upper end of rod, nor pin bearing in piston. 
After piston pin is removed, push piston back into cylinder far enough 
to clear top of connecting rod, and remove rod. Withdraw piston after 
connecting rod is removed. 

\Vhen replacing rods, be sure that each goes in the right position, and 
always place numbers on left side of bearing. Be sure to replace the 
same number of slums that were removed, unless bearing is being ad-
lusted. 

In replacing piston, place rings so that openings in the rings arc stag-
gered around the piston. Oversize pistons may be obtained from your 
dealer. To install oversize pistons supplied by the factory to the dealer, 
the cylinder must be reground to 4.030" diameter. 

CONNECTING ROD AND PISTON REMOVAL 
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PISTON RINGS 
To remove piston rings, remove PISTON. Rings may be removed 

from piston by using four strips of steel 1 /16" thick x /2 "  x 6" long. 
Pry top ring out of groove at lal). Insert steel strips between next ring 
and piston, distributing them equi-distant, after which ring can be 
slipped off without dropping into top groove. The rest of rings may be 
removed similarly. \'Vhen replacing, install bottom ring first, sliding it 
down over steel strips until it is over its groove. Then withdraw strips, 
allowing ring to drop into groove. If old rings are being replaced, do 
not mix them; return each ring to its original groove. 

Fitting new piston rings requires care and accuracy.. The three most 
important points to be considered are: fit of ring in cylinder, to obtain 
proper lap clearance; fit of ring in piston groove; and, fit of ring on 
piston when compressed to enter cylinder. 

Ring should be fitted near bottoni of cylinder as a cylinder that has 
worn will be smaller near bottom than near top. 

To fit ring for lap clearance, enter it squarely in cylinder. If it will not 
enter, file a small amount from ends and try it in cylinder again. Repeat 
this until ring can be entered squarely and show a gap of .007" for lower 
ring, graduating up to .014" for top ring, as to1) ring will get hottest and 
expand most. Be careful not to file off too much at one time. When 
fitting rings from bottom of cylinder, a small hand niirror will be a great 
aid in determining lap clearance. 

The ring grooves in piston should he thoroughly cleaned. This can be 
done with a piece of fine (No. 000) sandpaper on a square stick. Never 
use emery cloth or a file. A scraper made of a broken piston ring is the 
best way. Be careful not to damage sharp edges of grooves. Roll ring 
around groove to which it is to be fitted to be sure that it does not bind 
at any point. The clearance between side of ring and groove should not 
exceed .002". In case ring is too wide, which rarely happens, it is best to 
secure a new one. The ring can, however, be thinned down evenly, if 
care is taken, by rotating it on a flat surface, using a mixture of fine car-
borundum and oil as a grinding medium. Or a piece of fine emery cloth 

FITTING PISTON RING TO PISTON 
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tacked on to a flat board can be used. Press down evenly all around. 
Wash ring thoroughly in gasoline or kerosene before trying it on the 
piston. 

Oversize piston rings may be obtained from your dealer. 

PISTON PINS 
To remove piston pins, remove PISTONS. 
If several pins are removed at the same time, be careful that they are 

returned to the same pistons from which they came. 
Oversize pins may be obtained from your dealer. When they arc in-

stalled, the bearings in connecting rod and piston should be reamed to 
1.5075" diameter. 

To test piston pin bearings for looseness, place piston on its head; 
hold one finger inside piston so it touches both piston and connecting 
rod, and try to rock connecting rod. Finger will detect any looseness. 
Side play should not be mistaken for looseness. 

CRANK SHAFT BEARING ADJUSTMENT 
Crank shaft bearings should be inspected and tested for wear after 

each ninety days of tractor operation. Bearings should be tested when 
warm so that oil is thin. Bearings of a force feed lubricated engine 
should not be adjusted tight. The crank shaft bearings should have at 
least .003" clearance and never more than .012" clearance. 

When a bearing is found which has more than .012" clearance, remove 
cap and take out as many shims as is necessary to secure a minimum 
clearance of .003". The same number of shims should be removed from 
each side to keep bearing square. When shims are peeled off, file babbitt 
tips level with remaining shims. 

When it becomes necessary to renew all main bearings, the caps and 
cradles should be sent to the nearest dealer for rehabbitting and rcbor-
ing. The hearings when thus rehored are round and should require very 
little scraping during reassembly in engine. WThen the renewal of one 
or two main bearings is required, it will be necessary to scrape the re-
babbitted hearings into line with the remaining bearing or bearings. 

When the crank shaft of an 01(1 engine has been reground, ai accurate 
record should be kept of the new size so that the babbitt bearings can be 
rebored to fit. 

CRANK SHAFT BEARING 
To remove crank shaft hearing, disconnect oil line from top of bearing. 

Be careful not to put a short bend in any oil line. Remove cotter pins 
and nuts from studs holding hearing cap in place. \'Vhcn rear bearing 
is removed, remove one cap screw from rear side of bearing CaI. Oil line 
to rear l)caring is short and sti if, therefore, its lower CI1(l should also be 
loosened. Lift off hearing cap. \Vhen center bearing cap is rcmovcd, 
mark it plainly so that it will be replaced in same position; i. c., with 
same end front. 

Revolve shaft, pressing down on one edge of bottom half of hearing, 
which will revolve to a position on top of shaft, where it may he lifted 
off. If only one bearing is to be removed, it may he necessary to loosen 
other bearings beforc lower half can be removed. \Vlicn removing lower 
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half of front or center bearing, be sure to mark so it vilI be replaced in 
same position ; i. e., with same end front. - 

\Vhcn rc)laCing hearings, he sure same number of shims are used as 
before, unless bearing is being re-adjusted. 

FLYWHEEL 

To remove flywheel, disconnect CRANK CASE and TRANSMIS-
SION CASE, and remove FLY\'VH EEL CLUTCH. 

Remove three cap screws holding starter cover to left side of flywheel 
compartment. (Or remove starter if installed.) Loosen locks and re-
move six ap screws holding flywheel to rear end of crank shaft. Insert 
pinch bar through starter opening, and pry between front side of fly-
wheel and crank case. 1-bId flywheel so it does not fall from crank 
case when it loosens from crank shaft. Tip top of flywheel to rear to 
get a good hand hold, and lift out. 

Flywheel must be replaced in same position on crank shaft as before 
removal, otherwise the timing marks on the flywheel will not he in 
proper relation to the crank shaft and the engine cannot be timed prop-
erly by their use. On one edge of front face of flywheel a small "0" is 
stamped. Replace flywheel so this "0" is visible over lower edge of 
starter hole when front and rear pistons are at tol)  center. 

FLYWHEEL REMovED 
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CRANK SHAFT 
Extra material required if chain block is not available: 

I screw jack. I block 3" x 4" x 36". 
12 blocks 4" x 4" x IS" in addition to those required in disconnecting 

crank case and transmission case. 
To remove crank shaft, disconnect CRANK CASE and TRANSMIS-

SION CASE. Remove FYWI-IEEL CLUTCH. 

CRANK SHAFT REMOVED 

Before radiator is removed, rear end of crank case should be sup-
ported by a 3" x 4" x 36" block placed in slot in bottom of crank case 
which normally holds equalizer spring, and securely supported at each 
end. This is necessary because with radiator removed, rear end of en-
gine will overbalance front end, when supported by blocks under oil 
sump used when disconnecting cases. With this b1ock in position, raise 
front end of crank case until blocking under oil sunip can be removed 
then lower until engine is level. See that all blocking is secure. 

Remove CRANK SHAFT GEAR and thrust washer; PISTONS, 
CONNECTING RODS, CRANK SHAFT BEARINGS and FLY-
\\THEEL  

Loosen locks and remove eight cap screws holding crank case rear end 
cover. Remove rear and center crank shaft bearing stu(IS. Place two 
nuts on upper end of stud, and with two wrenches (lra\' them tightly 
together. \Vith wrench on each nut, to keep them from slipping, pull on 
lower nut to loosen stud. After stud is loosened, one wrench may be 
used to remove it. 

Crank shaft may then be withdrawn to rear. 
In replacing crank shaft bearings. be sure same number of shims arc 

used as were in bearing before removal, unlesc bearing is to be adjtls(C(1 
for wcar. Always have same thickness of shims on each side. 
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CRANK CASE TRANSMISSION CASE 
Special equipment needed 

12 4" x 4" x 18" wooden blocks. 
3 2" x 4" x 84" wooden blocks. 
1 2" x 4" x 28" wooden block. 
4 2" x 4" x 12" wooden blocks. 
4 1" x 4" x 12" wooden blocks. 
I heavy jack or 1-ton chain block. 

A screw jack is better than ratchet jack, as it can be regulated more 
exactly. 

To separate crank case from transmission case, remove HOOD, hood 
side plates, engine lower guard plates, FUEL TANK and SADDLE 
and track FENDERS. Tractor will then appear as illustrated. 

\\Titli  long bar or jack under end of equalizer auxiliary spring, raise 
spring until strain is removed from spring shackles. Remove pins hold-
ing shackics to their brackets. Remove nuts from bottom of equalizer 
spring clips. Raise engine until clips and three upper leaves of spring 
can be removed. 

Place 4" x 4" x 18" blocks in crib shape under crank case, just ahead of 
equalizer spring. If working on soft ground, two 2" x 12" planks should 
be used to give a solid foundation. 

Place a block behind each track, so tractor cannot roll backward while 
engine is being raised and blocked. 

Place 2" x 4" x 28" block under transmission case and on top of track 
roller frame diagonal braces. Build l)lock cribbing up as engine is raised, 
to avoid damage in case the jack slips. 

READY TO SEPARATE CRANK CASE AND TRANSMISSION CASE 
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Securely block engine and transmission casc in position illustrated, 
so that lower rear edge of crank case is high enough to pass over top of 
equalizer spring, when spring is moved to rear with track i-oiler frames 
and transmission case. Use 2" x 4" x 84" pieces to brace engine at either 
side, so that it will not tip sidewise when disconnected from transmis-
sion case. 

If chain block is used to raise engine, wooden blocking should l)c used 
to hold it in position afterward. In passing lifting chain around engine. 
be  sure to use blocks at sides of crank case to protect magneto and maui-
folds from damage. 

\Vhen engine is raicd and blocking is all in position, loosen and re-
move ten bolts and four cap screws holding crank case and transmission 
case together. Remove bolts from bottom half first, then bolts and cap 
screws from top half. 

Remove grease cup and brass hex nut froni upper cud of flyvliccl 
clutch shifter fork collar grease tube, and tap end of tube so it dr01)s into 
transmission case. 

Insert third piece of 2" x 4" x 84" or similar long pry bchind boss on 
side of front end of transmission case, and force track to rear, carrying 
transmission case with it. Good holds can be secured by alternating 
between two sides of tractor. 

The flywheel clutch is connccte(I to front end of upper transmission 
shaft by a toothed coupling which will withdraw as cases separate. Be- 

EN;INE BLOCKED Ur PREPARATORY TO SEPARATING CRANK CASE 

AND TRANSMISSION CAsE 
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cause the teeth of this coupling will drag somewhat as they are with-
drawn, care will have to be taken that engine is not pulled off its block-
ing when transmission case is moved to rear. As soon as the two cases 
have separated a half inch, insert pinch bar and pry them still farther 
apart. Alternate use of long pry on tracks and pinch bar between cases 
until cases are separated three or four inches, when coupling will be en-
tirely loosened. Before moving transmission farther to rear, be sure en-
gine is blocked so securely that there is no danger of its falling. 

If new crank case or transmission case is to be installed, proceed to re-
move various unit assemblies as described under section covering each. 

In re-connecting crank case and transmission case, place coupling in 
its flange-at front end of upper transmission shaft. Opening in center of 
clutch collar is so nearly the size of coupling that it will easily guide the 
front end of coupling into place. 

SEPARATING CRANK CASE AND TRANMISSION CASE 

FLYWHEEL CLUTCH SHIFTER FORK 
To remove this fork, remove FUEL TANK and SADDLE, left hand 

track FENDER and left hand FRONT FLOOR PLATE. 
\Vith 2" x 4" x 6' or other long pry, lift track up from track carrier 

roller and insert 2" x 4" x 6" block between track and top of roller. Shift 
gears to low or reverse, engage flywheel clutch and with starting crank 
move tractor an inch or two ahead or back until opening through track 
links lines up with clutch lever shaft. Shift gears to neutral. 

Move flywheel clutch with starting crank until none of the clutch 
springs are in Iron t of hole in cover ; also until flywheel clutch adjusting 
pin is in lower portion of clutch. 
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Loosen two bolts clamping shifter fork to clutch lever shaft, using 
curved 2 "  S.A.E. wrench illustrated. \\Tith  pinch bar as a pry, withdraw 
clutch lever shaft from transmission case several inches, until bolt Clamj)-
ing clutch lever to shaft is easily loosencd. Remove lever and vithdraw 
shaft. Remove bolt from right hand side of shifter fork. Fork may then 
be twisted until it lies on its left side, fingers to rear, and so \Vitll(lraWu. 

Note that a \\Toodruff  key is placed between clutch lever shaft and left 
hand end of shifter fork. This key will drop out when shaft is withdrawn, 
but can he caught with fingers. Should it drop to bottom of transmission 
case it can easily he picked up by inserting hand and arm on either side 
of clutch shifter collar. Usually key will be found to right of shifter collar. 

\Vhen re-assembling, rcplacebolt and nut in shifter fork after replacing 
fork in transmission case. Be sure fork is properly engaged with collar. 
Insert shaft into fork until left hand end is flush with outside of trans-
mission case and in such jiosition that keyway for \Voodrulf key is visi-
ble through opening in top of fork. Place key in keyway and tap into 
position. 

Insert left hand below right front floor plate and revolve shaft, may-
ing key to the rear, while other hand is held under shaft to hold kcv in 
place. When key is exactly on bottom of shaft, and so lines up with its 
slot in shifter fork, press shaft to left so key enters slot. Tap shaft to left 
until it extends li" outside of transmission case. 

FLYWHEEL CLUTCH SHIFTER FORK REiIovEn 
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Replace clutch lever on shaft, with its \VoodrufT key, so it stands g" 
away from side of case 'hen shifter fork is moved to left as far as it will 
go on its collar. This will allow shifter fork to play slightly on the collar, 
instcad of being tight against side of case. 

FLYWHEEL CLUTCH SHIFTER FORK COLLAR 
AND GREASE TUBE 

To remove this collar, remove FLYWHEEL CLUTCH SHIFTER 
FORK. 

Remove grease cup from outer end of shifter fork collar grease tube, 
on top of transmission case. Remove brass lock nut just under grease 
cup. With end of wooden hammer handle, tap and lodsen end of tube 
projecting through case. 

Revolve shifter fork collar with hand, until loose end of tube may be 
withdrawn from case. Disconnect other end of tube from collar. Remove 
two bolts holding halves of collar in assembly. 

In replacing collar, put bolts in so that both nuts come on same side 
of collar as grease tube elbow. Elbow should point downward and slightly 
to rear. In replacing brass lock nut on end of tube, be sure it turns freely 
on threads, so that tube is not twisted. Should tube show any tendency 
to twist, hold it with wrench on hex shoulders, just below hole in case. 

READY TO REMOVE FLYWhEEL CLUTCH 

FLYWHEEL CLUTCH 
To remove flywheel clutch, disconnect CRANK CASE and TRANS-

MISSION CASE. Be sure that blocking is secure. Remove twelve cap 
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screws from rini of clutch housing. Entire clutch assembly may now 
be removed. Insert pinch bar behind teeth of driving plate, and pry 
against rear face of crank case. Be careful that inner or driven plate 
does not drop to ground, but either conies off with rest of clutch or re-
mains in place on pilot pin in center of flywheel. 

To remove driving plate, use spring remover to depress springs. Note 
that the three driving plate studs will fit their holes properly in only one 
position. This plate and housing should be marked so that their re-
assembly will be simplified. 

To remove adjusting plate assembly, remove three pins between clutch 
release cams and links. The shifter fork collar assembly may then be 
lifted off. The adjusting plate assembly may be unsrewed from hous-
ing. Note how many turns are required to remove it, so it may be re-
placed in approximately the same adjustment. 

To remove roller bearing in center of driven plate, loosen locks and 
remove four cap screws. Lay driven l)late on its face. Insert clutch 
coupling in its seat, place block of wood, bronze or soft steel on upper 
end, and drive bearing down and out. Hub in center of driven plate may 
be pressed or driven out after bearing is removed. 

FLYWHEEL CLUTCH DRIVEN PLATE REMOVED 

REMOVING FLYWHEEL CLUTCH RELEASE SPRINGS 
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FLYWHEEL CLUTCH RE-LINING 

Remove FLYWHEEL CLUTCH. 
Re-lining is simply a matter of disassembling, cutting off old lining 

and installing new. Be sure rivets are of proper length, and that rivet 
heads are set well below surface of lining. Renew pilot pin hearing if it 
shows a great amount of wear. This bearing is manufactured with .007" 
play, which amount of looseness shotild not be mistaken for wear. 

FLYWHEEL CLUTCH D1sAssEMrn.En 

FLYWHEEL CLUTCH BRAKE 
When flywheel clutch lever is pressed as far forward as possible, 

shifter fork collar is pressed to rear against a ring of composition ma-
terial. This ring is riveted to coupling flange on upper transmission 
shaft assembly, and acts as a brake to keep that assembly from revolv-
ing while gears are being shifted. 

It should not be necessary to renew brake except when flywheel clutch 
is re-lined, at which time it will be easily accessible. However, if a sticky 
clutch forces continued use of this brake, it may require re-facing sooner. 
This may be accomplished by removing FLY\\THEEL  CLUTCH 
SHIFTER FORK and COLLAR. The old brake facing may then be 
re ni ov ed. 

Before new facing can be installed, it will be necessary to split it in 
one place so that it can be slipped over coupling. To rivet facing in such 
cramped quarters will not be easy, but can be done. As an alternative, 
four #8-32 or #10-24 countersunk head machine screws with suitable 
nuts and lock washers may he used. 

If facing is split for installation as above, it should be renewed with a 
solid piece when crank and transmission cases are separated. 
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TRANSMISSION CASE TOP COVER 
To remove this cover, remove fifteen cap screws holding cover to top 

of transmission case. Lift cover straight up and off, lifting bell cranks 
with fingers so they slide off of small roller bearings. Be very careful 
not to raise bearings off their pins, as they may fall into transmission 
case. 

To replace, lay cover in approximate location. Replace bell cranks on 
their bearings. Be sure that lower end of gear shift lever enters slots 
in shifter forks. 

TINsr11Ss1oN CASE Tor COVER REMOVEn 
1—Transmission case top cover. 2—Bell cranks. 3—Bell crank hearings. 

GEAR SHIFTER FORKS 
(Tractors L-1901, PL-2$61 and UI)) 

Remove the ENGINE. Remove the TRANSMISSION CASE TOP 
CO\TER. Remove the flywheel clutch shifter fork and shaft. Remove 
capscrew and take out lock plate securing front ends of shifter fork 
shafts. Pry the shifter fork locking plungers out of the selector holes 
in the shafts. The shifter fork shafts may then be pried out or driven 
out from the rear after removing the transmission case rear cover. 

(Tractors below L-1901 and PL-2861) 
To remove these forks, remove TRANSMISSION CASE TOP 

COVER and FLY\'VH EEL CLUTCH SHIFTER FORK. 
To remove right hand fork, it will be necessary to remove the engine, 

after which the procedure will be similar for either fork. 
To remove left hand fork, remove gear shifter lever follower pin, 

which permits removal of centering follower. 
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Remove centering bracket and interlock plate, both of which are held 
to shifter shaft by two cap screws. Pry on rear end of shifter shaft, 
forcing it forward. \'Vhen rear end of shifter shaft enters bore in tratis-
mission case, use valve grinding tool or 6" bolt to force cover over front 
of shaft out of its seat and into flywheel clutch compartment. Shaft may 
now be moved far enough ahead to permit removal of shifter fork. 

In replacing shifter forks, note that prongs of left hand fork go to rear, 
while prongs of right hand fork go to front. 

GEAR S 1-4 IFlER FoRKS 11o\':o 
I—Gear shi ftcr forks. 2--Shi her fork shafts. 3—Slii ftcr fork locking plunger. 

FRONT FLOOR PLATES 
To remove front floor plates, remove cap screws and bolts holding 

plates to transmission case and fuel tank saddle. Raise floor plates and 
remove l)OltS holding brake pedal pad to brake pedal. Lift brake pedal 
pad and floor plate off together. 

SEAT 
To remove seat, remove bolts holding it to each fender, also two cap 

Screws holding front of seat to top of transiiussioii case. If scat is being 
removed preparatory to working on transmission, it will be most con-
venient to remove two cap screws in front end of each rear floor plate, 
removing floor plates wi tll scat. 

FENDERS 
To remove track fender, remove, hood side Plate,  front fender brace, 

and remove bolts and cap screws holding fender to front floor plate, 
transmission case and seat. The fender may then be lifted off. 

\\Tlieti  removing right fender, disconnect throttle ratchet. Vhen re-
mnvmg left fender, disconnect maui fold heat control ratchet. 

In replacing fender, be sure that brake lever shaft lock is placed in 
proper position. 
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SPEED CHANGE GEAR ASSEMBLY 

To remove, separate CRANK CASE from TRANSMISSION CASE. 
Remove FLYWIIEEL CLUTCJ-1 SI-lIFTER FORK and GEAR 
SHIFTER FORKS. 

Remove eight nuts from studs holding front cover assembly to tratis-
mission case. Insert a long pry through square hole in top of transmis-
S1011 case, and pry forward on rear end of upper transmission shaft to 
force assembly off studs. Entire assembly may then be lifted out through 
front end of case. 

Note: 0n earlier models it viIl be necessary to remove the oil thrower 
gear bracket retainer pin from the bottom of the transmission case before 
the change gear asseniblv can be removed. This pin is located 6" to rear 
of flywheel clutch compartment drain plug. When replacing the change 
gear assembly, care should be exercised to enter the Pin  properly in the 
hole in the gear bracket. 

REMOVING SPEED CHANGE GEAR ASSEMILY 
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UPPER TRANSMISSION SHAFT 
To remove this shaft, remove SPEED CHANGE GEAR ASSEMBLY. 
Loosen lock and remove large nut from rear end of shaft. With end 

of bronze rod or soft steel bolt against inner race, drive ball bearing off 
of shoulder on shaft. 

Remove six nuts from studs in front face of front transmission case 
cover. \'Vith block of wood against rear end of shaft, tap shaft to drive 
assembly off of studs. Remove shaft forward through cover. 

To remove front ball bearing, remove cap screw from front end of 
shaft. Drive coupling flange off front end of shaft. With bronze rod or 
soft steel bolt against inner race, drive bearing-off of shoulder on shaft. 

REMOVLtJG UPPER 1'RA stsso SHAFT 
I—Rear end of upper transmission shaft. 2—Low and high sliding pinion. 
3-1 n(crinediate and reverse sliding pinion. 4--Transmission case front cover. 
5—Bearing retainer. 6—Felt washer. 7—Oil seal cover. 8—Coupling flange. 

LOWER TRANSMISSION SHAFT 
To remove this shaft, remove SPEED CHANGE GEAR ASSEM-

BLY. Remove nuts from five cap screws holding cover over front end 
of shaft. Remove large hex nut from front end of shaft. Inner race of 
bearing is light press fit on shaft, and it should be possible easily to pry 
shaft back through bearing. If bearing will not come off easily, remove 
UPPER TRANSMISSION SHAFT, and remove five cap screws hold-
ing bearing retainer. 

To remove a tight bearing from shaft, also to remove gears, it will be 
necessary to use a press such as can be found in most public garages or 
at dealers. If a press is not easily available, a puller can be made. The 
three gears are held in place by separate keys, therefore they should not 
require a lica vy ptil I. 

In replacing lower shaft, be sure to put in the same number of shims 
that were taken out, unless a new bevel pinion is being installed. 
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LOWER TRANSMiSSION SHAFT REMOVED 

1—Lower transmission shaft. 2—Front bearing cover. 3—Retaining nut. 4—Shims. 
5—Spacer. 6—Intcrniediate gear. 7—High gear. 8—Oil thrower gear. 9—Low gear. 

REVERSE GEAR AND SHAFT 
To remove this unit, remove LOWER TRANSMISSION SHAFT. 
Loosen lock nut and remove set screw holding reverse gear shaft in 

position. Use a bronze bar or soft steel bolt and drive shaft out to front 
or rear. Lift gear out. 

REVERSE IDLER GEAR REMOVED 

1—Reverse idler gear. 2—Set screw. 3—Upper transmission shaft. 
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BEVEL PINION 
Bevel pinion is removed as part of LOWER TRANSMISSION 

SHAFT assembly. 
The bevel pinion is adjusted at the factory and should not require 

changing unless a new bevel gear is installed. Adjustment of the bevel 
pinion is made by adding or removing one or more shims located be-
tween front bearing of lower transmission shaft and adjoining spacer. 
The adjustment is properly made when large ends of teeth on bevel 
piiiion match up evenly with teeth on bevel gear. 

STEERING CLUTCH BRAKE BAND 
Generally the brake bands may be relined, if necessary, when tractor 

needs a general overhauling, at which time they- may be removed easily 
with steering clutches. However, a user who is doing a great deal of 
short turning may find that they will need re-lining sooner. In such 
case, either band may be removed and replaced as follows: 

Remove FENDER, FRONT FLOOR PLATE and remove brake 
rod and boot. Remove brake adjustment cover, held in place by two cap 
screws. Remove adjusting nut, brake band spring and brake lever shaft. 
With pinch bar, pry track above sprocket far enough to permit brake 
lever shaft to be withdrawn. Raise brake band lever far enough to per-
mit removal of brake lever pin. 

Remove brake rod clevis pin, which connects brake rod clevis and 
brake band lever. 

Loosen two set screws in lower side and back of steering clutch case, 
which are used for a(ljusting brake band to brake drum. Remove plug 
in top of gear case by driving inward. Hold fingers below plug to pre-
vent it from dropping to bottom of case. 

With pinch bar, lift brake band lever and end of band above gear case 
to permit removal of brake band end pin and brake band lever. 

REMOVING STEERING CLUTCH BRAKE BAND 
1—Urake haml. 2—Lcathcr strap. 
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Fasten a leather strap to lower end of brake band with a nail so strap 
will he drawn around drum as band is removed. 1)raw upper end of 
band to rear, as illustrated, so tang extends outside of case. 

Start engine and shift gears to reverse. With engine idling as slowly 
as possible, engage clutch gently to revolve brake drum, meanwhile pull-
ing on brake band, which will be drawn forward out of case. Be careful 
that the clothing is not caught between moving track shoes. Allow end 
of band to curve downward, outside of case, so that its proper curvature 
will be distorted as little as possible. 

A pinch bar, inserted through plug hole in top of case, vill help to 
keep band in contact with drum. 

In re-lining brake band, be sure lining is placed smoothly and evenly, 
so it will not fold or hump Ui) in service. Sec that rivet heads are set 
well below surface of lining. 

To replace brake band, after re-lining, reverse above process. With 
leather strap around druni, pull upper end of band over top of drum, 
and with gears shifted to low, drive tractor ahead, engine idling slowly, 
to draw band around drum. After assembly is completed, ADJUST 
STEERING CLUTCH BRAKE BAND. 

Tighten two adjusting screws in lower side and back of steering clutch 
case, then back away l2 turns and tighten lock nuts. 

When the steering clutch case assembly is dismantled, inspect brake 
bands to be sure that they are in form of true circles so that they grip 
drum evenly all around. 

STARTIN; TO RrpI.,\cE URAKE flAND 

1--Brake band. 2—flrakc shaft. 3—Nail through end of band and strap. 4—Strap. 
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Readjustment of brake band, after removal, is made by first setting 
brake band adjusting nut at outer end of tang. Then screw brake rod 
into clevis until brake band is tight when pedal is about two-thirds 
depressed. Set lock nut on brake rod to hold it in position. Make final 
adjustment with adjusting nut, after tractor is started. 

TRACK ROLLER FRAME OUTER BEARING 
Place 1" block under sprocket. 
Remove sprocket guard; grease pump connection under outer bearing; 

four holt holding outer bearing to track roller- frame channel; and, re-
move large nut from end of sprocket shaft. Outer bearing and bearing 
sleeve may then be removed. 

REMOVING SPROCKET Hun BEARING OIL SEALS 
Tractors No. L-1 and PL-I to L-919 and PL-708 Inclusive 

SPROCKET HUB BEARING OIL SEALS 
Tractors No. L-1 and PL-1 to L-919 and PL-708 Inclusive. 

To remove these seals, remove TRACK ROLLER FRAME OUTER 
BEARING. 

Removal of bearing sleeve and \Voodruff key will permit removal of 
sprocket seal plate. This plate is under tension of a spring and may fly 
off with some force when key is removed. - 

Remove two retaining screws \vhicll hold inner seal in sprocket hub, 
after which inner seal may be withdrawn. 

In replacing the inner seals, he sure that retaining screws properly 
enter fingers in seal retainer. Surfaces of seals should be lubricated be-
fore re-assembly. 
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SPROCKET HUB BEARING OIL SEAL 
Effective with Tractors No. L-920 and PL-709 Inclusive. 

To remove this seal, remove TRACK ROLLER FRAME OUTER 
BEARING. When this bearing is removed, the oil seal springs and 
pins will fall out of bearing. Remove bearing sleeve, key, and outside 
oil seal retainer. 

Use special puller to remove inner oil seal retainer. The cork seal 
will be removed with inner oil seal retainer. Care should be exercised to 
avoid losing shims that may stick to inner oil seal retainer. 

To re-assemble the track roller frame outer bearing, remove counter-
sunk pipe plugs from outer face of bearing. Place outer oil seal retainer 
so that the recesses are horizontal. As the bearing is being assembled, 
insert oil seal spring pins, and, with fingers pressing pins, be positive that 
pins engage in outer oil seal retainer recesses before bolting bearing in 
place. Insert springs and replace countersunk pipe plugs which hold 
pins in retainer recesses. 

SrIocKE-r Hun BEARING OIL SEAl. 
Effective with Tractors No. L-920 and PL-709 Inclusive 
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SPROCKET HUB BEARING ADJUSTMENT 
Remove TRACK ROLLER FRAME OUTER BEARING and 

SPROCKET HUI3 BEARING OIL SEALS. The sprocket huh hear-
ing adjusting shims will be visible after the oil seal assembly is removed. 

To readjust the bearing, withdraw six shims. For tractors including 
and below No. L-919 and PL-708, replace two seal plates, spacer, bear-
ing sleeve, sprocket shaft washer, lock and nut. For tractors including 
and above No. L-920 and PL-709, replace inner oil seal retainer, bearing 
sleeve, sprocket shaft washer, lock and nut. Draw nut tight and make a 
mark across upper half of nut and end of shaft. Replace one shim and 
again draw nut tight. If mark on nut comes back to same place it indi-
cates that bearing is still too tight. Replace one shim and tighten nut 
again. Continue to do so until nut lacks to turn of reaching same 
mark, indicating that shim last replaced is taking strain of nut. Re-
assemble other parts, inclu(ling oil seals. 

Oil surfaces of cork seals so they will not stick to inside of hub before 
aibricant reaches them from within. 

SrROCKET Hun BEARING ADJUSTMENT 

SPROCKET 
i'o remove sprocket, remove TRACIK ROLLER FRAME, remove 

nut on outer end of sprocket shaft, remove TRACK ROLLER FRAME 
OUTER BEARING and replace nut and sleeve. Place 4" x 6" x 12" 
l)Iflck between equalizer spring and rear end of roller frame to support 
weight of engine. Use chain block or jack under drawbar plate, to take 
weight off of sprocket. 

On tractors up to and including L-919 and PL-708, remove from hub 
the two oil seal retaining screws. 

Remove nuts froni nine studs holding sprocket on hub. Mark sprocket 
and hub, so sprocket will he replaced in same position. Insert three 

x 4" set screws (or cap screws with 3" of thread) in threaded holes 
in sprocket. Turning the screws in will withdraw sprocket from huh. 
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;EtSCREW5FOR 
ULtINGSPROcKET. 

REMOVING SPROCKET 

REMOVING SPROCKET HUG OIL SE,I.s ON TR,\CTORS Li to L-26 
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SPROCKET HUB OIL SEALS 
Tractors No. L-1 to L-256 Inclusive. 

To remove these seals, remove SPROCKET. Remove six nuts from 
studs holding oil seal housing to final drive gear case. The oil seal 
housing and seals may be removed as a unit. 

Tractors Io. L-257 and PL-1 to L-919 and PL-708 Inclusive. 

To remove these scak, remove SPROCKET. \'Vitlidraw oil seal washer 
and outer seal. To remove inner seal, remove FINAL DRIVE GEAR 
CASE after which inner oil seal washer and inner seal may be with-
drawn. 

PEMovIN; SI'IocKEr Hurt OUTER OIL SF.iL 
On Tractors L 257 and P L- I to L-919 and PL-708 Inclusive 

SPROCKET HUB PACKING GLAND 
Effective with Tractors No. L-920 and PL-709 Inclusive. 

To remove this seal, remove FINAL DRIVE GEAR CASE: Loosen 
the oil seal adjusting nuts, and remove the oil seal packing. 

To repack this seal, place the packing around in the recess and tap 
it with a hammer to make it flat and even so that it will Slip over the 
sprocket hub when reassembling. ADJUST SPROCKET HUB 
PACKING GLAND. 
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FINAL DRiVE GEAR CASE REMOVED AND SPROCKET Hun 
OIL SEAL PACKING GLAND 

FINAL DRIVE GEAR CASE REMOVED 
Also Shows Removal of Sprocket Huh inner Oil Seal on Tractors L-257 and 

PL-1 to L-919 and PL-708 Inclusive 
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FINAL DRIVE GEAR CASE 
To remove this case, remove SPROCKET. Remove final drive pinion 

bearing cover, held to case by four cap screws. Remove sixteen bolts 
and cap screws holding case to case plate. Case may now be lifted oil. 

Before replacing case, drive fiuial drive pinion bearing out of case. Use 
babbitt hammer or bronze rod, and drive only on outer race. Replace 
oil deflector and bearing after case is in place. Note that oil deflector 
goes on with small depressions toward gear, so that outer edge stands 
slightly away from bearing. 

Lubricate bearing before replacing, so it will not run dry before regu- 
lar supply of lubricant reaches it. - 

FINAl. !)RIvE UNIT J)IsAssEunIrn 
1—Sprocket. 2—Guard. 3—Final drive gear case. 4—Sprocket huh. 5—Fiiial drive 

gear. 6—Sprocket huh studs. 

FINAL DRIVE GEAR AND SPROCKET HUB 
Remove FINAL DRIVE GEAR CASE and SPROCKET HUB 

BEARING OIL SEALS. Sprocket hub and final drive gear may be 
withdrawn, pushing sprocket hub outer beau-tug off shaft ahead of hub. 
Be careful not to damage adjusting shims. 

With babbitt hammer or bronze rod, drive out studs holding gear to 
huh. Press hub out of gear. 

in re-assembling, be sure to start studs so that heads will clear end 
of hub. Before replacing sprocket, fill space between hub oil seals with 
proper lubricant; also lubricate sprocket huh bearings so they will not 
run dry before regular lubricant reaches them. 

if new huh is to be installed, remove huh bearing outer races, if they 
are to be used again. Otherwise install new races in new hub, driving 
them into place with babbitt hammer or bronze bar. 
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SPROCKET HUB BEARING 
To remove sprocket hub hearing, remove TRACK ROLLER FRAME, 

SPROCKET I-LOB BEARING OIL SEALS and final drive pinion 
cover. Remove sixteen bolts and cap screws holding final drive gear 
case to plate. Pry sprocket and gcar case assembly off over end of 
shaft, carrying outer bearing with it. 

Inner race of inner half of bearing should have creeping fit on the 
shaft. Should it be tight, remove cap screws holding final drive gear 
case plate and force bearing off ahead of plate. 

Bearing outer races may he removed by driving on inner edge of each 
race with bar inserted through opposite end of hub. Unless races are to 
he discarded, use bronze bar so that hardened surface of races will not 
be damaged. 

When bearings arc replaced, ADJUST SPROCKET HUB BEAR-
ING. 

REMOVING SPROCKET Huii INNER BEARING 

SPROCKET SHAFT 
To remove sprocket shaft, remove FINAL DRIVE GEAR CASE. 

Remove steering clutch case as dcscnl)cd under FINAL DRIVE AS-
SEMBLY. Drive out pin holding sprocket shaft in its seat in clutch 
case. Shaft may then be pressed or driven from case. 

Press outwar(l on inner end of shaft, which will have to move about 
3'" before loosening in its scat. 
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FINAL DRIVE ASSEMBLY 
To remove complete final drive assembly (as distinguished from 

removal of gear case only), remove track FENDER and TRACK 
ROLLER FRAME. 

Caution: Do not remove both final drive assemblies from tractor with-
out blocking up under front end of engine. Tractor supported in front 
only by equalizer spring may overbalance and fall forward. 

Remove pin connecting brake rod and pedal, and turn rod so it will 

REMOVING FINAL DRIVE GEAR ASSEMBLY 

pass pedal when final drive assembly is withdrawn outward. Remove 
twelve cap screws holding steering clutch case to transmission case. 

If chain block is available, take weight of assembly on block. Other-
wise, block up as shown with 2" x 4" x 48" block resting on rear end of 
track roller frame in front and on short blocks at rear; also with 1" x 8" 
board resting on track and on blocking outside of track. Arrange block-
ing so it just takes weight of assembly without tending to lift it higher; 
i. e., so outer steering clutch drum will slip off of plates without binding. 

Entire assembly may now he pulled outward horizontally until outer 
clutch drum is free of clutch plates. 

Before replacing, remove outer SPROCKET HUB BEARING and 
shims, to be replaced after assembly is in position. 
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FINAL DRIVE PINION 

To remove this pinion, remove FINAL DRIVE ASSEMBlY and 
remove cover over outer end of pinion. Remove six cap screws holding 
oil thrower cover to bearing cage. These cap screws are reached by 
T handle wrench inserted through three holes inside of outer clutch 
drum. 

Loosen lock and remove nut from inner end of pinion shaft. Drum 
fits over shaft with taper, and may be removed by using special puller. 
Drum and shaft will be most easily removed from case as soon as tapered 
fit is loosened, but before they are completely apart. 

In re-assembling, be sure tht oil drain holes in bearing cage and 
pinion seal washer match with similar holes in clutch case so that stir-
plus oil will drain from bearing directly downward into final drive gear 
case. The use of three /8"  rods with tapered ends will assist in lining 
up these holes properly. 

Brake band is held in adjustment with drum by two set screws. If 
these are loosened, be sure they are properly readjusted, by screwing 

REMOVING STEERING CLUTCH OUTER DRUM 
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them in snug and backing away 1V2 turns. Tighten lock washers after 
adjustment is made. 

Lubricate all bearings, during re-assembly, so they will not run dry 
before the regular supply reaches them. 

FINAL DRIVE PINION REMOVED 

STEERING CLUTCH 
To remove steering clutch, remove FINAL DRIVE ASSEMBLY. 
Remove cap screw holding Ilexil)le oil tube to steering clutch release 

yoke screw. This will allow the tube which lubricates the steering clutch 
release hearing to be removed by slipping upper end out of its telescop-
ing connection. Remove both steering clutch release yoke screws. Re-
move nut on end of steering clutch shaft. Use special puller to pull 
clutch assembly. 

Key between steering clutch inner drum and shaft should come off 
with (1mm. If it remains in shaft, it will press on bushing inside of 
d ru iii, causing springs to loosen and allowing clutch plates to shift out 
of line. 

If cm tcli plates shift their posifinn, it s'ill be necessary to dtsasseml)lc 
the clutch an(l realign the plates as described below. 

Examine bronze busliitig to be sure that ke has not burred the edge 
during removal of drum. If a burr is found, remove it with a sharp knife 
or bearing scraper. 
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REPLACING STEERING CLUTCH OUTER DRUM 

REMOVING STEERING CLUTCH 



READY TO DISASSEMBLE STEERING CLUTCH WITH SERVICEMAN'S TOOL 

DRIVEN PLATES 

DRIVING DRUM 

PRESSURE PLATE 

DRIVING PLATES 
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To disassemble steering clutch, use special service tool, or jaws of 
a monkey wrench. Depress retainers until locks may be removed, when 
retainers and springs may be lifted from studs. Pressure plate assem-
bly may then be removed. 

STF•IR1NG CLUTCh DESASSEMBI.F•D 
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To re-line steering clutches, remove and disassemble. Cut off the old 
linings and rivet new linings in place. Be sure that both ends of rivets 
are seated well below surface of lining. Any driving plates whose sur-
faces are roughened should he replaced with new ones. 

In re-assembling clutch, place one driven plate next to inner drum, 
then driving and driven plates alternately, with driving plate next to 
pressure plate. 

Be very careful that teeth of driven plates line up exactly all around; 
otherwise, final drive assembly cannot be replaced, as outer drum will 
not slip on over teeth. It will be helpful, in re-assembling the clutch, to 
remove the outer clutch drum from its flange, and use it for a guide far 
the driven plates. 

When reassembling release hearing, be sure to have side of bearing 
marked "Thrust Here" in the proper position. "Thrust" on the inner 
race is against tile nut, afl(l on the outer race is against the bearing cage. 

Before replacing clutch assembly on shaft, be sure that key, also key-
way in both drum and shaft, are clean. Place drum over shaft, so key-
ways line up, and tap into place; then drive key into place, replace cork 
plug over end of key; then replace lock and nut on end oi shaft. 

STEERING CLUTCH RELEASE YOKE 
To remove this yoke, remove STEERING CLUTCH. Remove steer-

ing clutch lever inspection cover. Loosen lock bolt holding adjustment 
screw and turn screw until head is within /" of top of yoke. Yoke may 
then be withdrawn downward. 

STEERING CLUTCH RELEASE YOKE REMOVED 
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BEVEL GEAR AND SHAFT 
Applicable to Tractors L-1687, PL-2518 and Up 

Remove STEERING CLUTCI-IES and transmission rear cover plate 
Remove nuts from studs which hold bearing cages to transmission case. 
Remove large nut which secures gear to shaft and remove bearing 
cages. Hydraulic press and gear remover are available at dealers. Use 
as illustrated, to push gear off shaft, which may then be withdrawn. 

REMOVING On. THROWER SLEEVE 

BEVEL GEAR AND SHAFT 
Applicable to Tractors Below L-1687 and PL-2518 

Remove STEERING CLUTCI-TES. 
Remove both bevel gear oil thrower covers. Use special puller to 

remove oil thrower sleeves. Note that right hand sleeve has right hand 
thread; left hand sleeve, left hand thread. The two sides of puller are 
threaded accordingly. 

Replace right hand oil thrower cover, and three nuts to hold it in 
place. Remove transmission case rear cover, above drawbar. Loosen 
lock on large nut to right of bevel gear. Use special end wrench on nut, 
turning it off its seat. Use hammer on end of wrench to loosen nut. 
This will force right hand roller bearing inner race off its seat. When 
nut is clear off its threads, turn it back on to shaft a few threads. Then 
strike left hand end of shaft a few sharp blows with babbitt liamnier. 
This will force outer race of right hlan(l bearing clear of case. 

Again remove right hand oil tlirovcr cover. Strike right hand end of 
sha ft with babbitt ham mer, to drive outer race of left hand bearing out 
of case. \Vhen race is about half way out, bevel gear will strike case. 
Move shaft and gear to right and insert special curved wedges between 
rollers and outer race, which may now be driven clear of case. 

Install hydraulic press and press gear olf shaft. 



• BEARING OUTER RACE 

WEDGES FOR REMOVING OUTER RACE 

REMOVtNG NUT FROM BEVEL GEAR SHAFT 

REMOVING BEVEL GEAR FROM SHAFT 
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How TO ASSEMBLE BEVEL GEAR REMOVER 
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BEVEL GEAR ADJUSTMENT 
Two adjustments are necessary on the bevel gear and shaft; one for 

the bearings and one for the clearance between gear and piiiioii. 
When shaft is being readjusted after having been disassembled, replace 

same number of shims on each side as were there before. 
\'Vhen shaft has not been disassembled but is to be adjusted for bear-

ing wear, remove oil thrower covers, as described under STEERING 
CLUTCH SHAFT, thus exposing adjusting shims. Remove .006" shims 
from each side. Replace and tighten left hand cover. Be sure that nuts 
holding it are tightened evenly so that cover is equi-distant from trans-
mission case at all points. Then replace right hand cover similarly. Insert 
edges of as many shims as possible between upper edge of left hand 
cover and case. Remove left hand cover and put in place one more than 
the number of shims that were inserted behind edge of cover. 

Insert edges of as many shin-is -as possible behind upper edge of right 
hand cover. Remove cover, and place that many shims under cover. 
Tighten right hand cover. Test this adjustment by grasping both ends 
of steering clutch shaft with hands and endeavoring to revolve shaft and 

ADJUSTMENT OF BEVEL GEAR AND STF.ERLNG CLUTCH SHAFT 

gear. Be sure that sliding gears on upper transmission shaft are in 
neutral. If shaft and gear can be moved through a complete revolution 
with hands, as described, adjustment is correct. If too tight to be so 
revolved, place one more shim behind right hand cover and test again. 

Should any unevenness in face of gear indicate a high spot which 
causes gear and pinion to bind at one point, place one more shim under 
left hand cover, and test again. 

Bc sure that large ends of gear teeth in atch evenly with ends of pinion 
teeth. 
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BEVEL GEAR AND PINION 
To adjust : Remove shims from behind right bearing cage and add 

these shims behind left hearing cage until a minimum clearance of 
.005" is secured between bevel gear and pinion. This adjustment can be 
made without disturl)ing the bearing adjustment. 

The proper clearance is readily discerned by an experienced man. 
Anyone can check it accurately by running a length of wire solder 
between the gears and measuring the thinnest part with a pair of 
micrometers. 

TRACK ROLLER 
Special equipment iecessary for removing roller: 

1 block of wood 2" x 3" x 6. 
3 blocks of wood 6" x 6" x 16". 

To remove roller, remove cap screw holding roller end collar to side 
channel. 

Remove nuts from U bolts which hold track roller shaft to track roller 
frame. 'When removing front track roller, it may be necessary to run 
nut on front idler adjusting bolt ahead several threads to give room foi' 
wrench to work. 

Remove inside and outside track roller guards. Place 2" x 3" block 
between sprocket teeth as high as possible under track. Run 'tractor to 
rear until block is drawn in between track and top of sprocket. This 
will draw front idler to rear about an inëh, and will permit placing one 
of the s/s" nuts, previously removed, flatwise on top of each front idler 
adjusting bolt between head of bolt and adjoining shaft bearing guide. 
Run tractor ahead again to remove block from sprocket. This will leave 
track with about two inches additional slack. 

Lay one of the 6" x 6" blocks on floor behind sprocket. and back 

REMOVING T1&cK ROLLER 
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tractor until block is under rear track roller. It will be more effective 
if placed so that it will come under one grouser rather than between 
grousers. Lay second block on floor just ahead of front idler, and run 
tractor ahead until it starts to rise over block. 

Place third block in slanting position, lower end on ground, upper 
end under idler shaft bearing guide. Run tractor ahead until third block 
stands vertical, raising front of track i-oiler frame about six inches. Pry 
track down to get all possible slack under track rollers. 

If a heavy jack or chain block is available, it may be used instead of 
wooden blocks to raise tractor, but in any case blocks should be used to 
hold tractor in position, as there is always a chance of injury if jack 
should slip out while operator has hands beneath tractor. 

Further dismantling of this assembly is merely a matter of removing 
the various parts from the roller hub. Wash all parts in gasoline or 
kerosene before reassembling. 

Examine cork seals and replace with new ones if they are not in good 
condition. When installing new seals, give them a heavy coating of 
grease before assembling in roller, to prevent them from being damaged 
before regular grease supply has reached them. 

Examine thrust washers and replace any that show much wear. Re-
place any thrust washer pins that are worn or sheared off. 

Examine roller bearings and replace with new ones, including new 
inner and outer races, if they show much wear. The inner races fit 
tightly on the shaft, and will have to be removed in a press. 

Continued use of badly worn track roller hearings is likely to throw 
weight of tractor on to hardened thrust washers in either end of hub. 
This will cause these washers to cut off end of hub, requiring expensive 
repairs. 

Before track roller can be assembled it may be necessary to drive out 
two pressure spring retainer plugs in each end collar, so that springs can 
be replaced after roller is in position. If these plugs are driven out, they 
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should be discarded and new ones used, as 01(1 OnCS will be likely to have 
lost sharp edges which hold them in place. 

TRACK CARRIER ROLLER 
To remove track carrier roller, remove cap screw and lock from iflSi(IC 

of roller. Remove inner roller from shaft, by tapping with hammer. Be 
careful not to drop \Voodruff key that is in end of shaft. \'Vithdraw out-
side roller, also shaft, without further disassembly. The bushing in which 
shaft turns, and which remains in carrier roller bracket, may be removed 
by loosening lock nut and set screw in top of bracket, and tapping end 
of bushing. Drive with wooden block or use babbitt hammer. 

TRACK ROLLER FRAME TOP GUARD 
To remove top guard, remove front idler outside guard, TRACK 

CARRIER ROLLER and bushing, and remove grease pump connection. 
Remove five bolts holding guard assembly to track roller frame, also 

cap screw holding top guard to sprocket guard. 
Insert pinch bar between track links. Insert block about 34" long 

under outer end of bar, lifting track as high as possible above guard. 
Lift guard over roller bracket, swing forward end outward, and remove 
endwise. 

RFMOVING TRACK ROLLER FRAME To GuAR 

TRACK CARRIER ROLLER BRACKET 
To remove this bracket, remove TRACK ROLLER FRAME TOP 

GUARD. 
Loosen nuts on bolts holding bracket to track roller frame top channel. 

Secure each bolt with wire 1001)  as illustrated in removal of diagonal 
brace. Nuts may then be removed and bracket lifted off. 
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Should nuts be rusted on to bolts so bolts turn in channel, it will be 
necessary to remove track roller outside dirt guard and hold bolt heads 
with wrench. 

TRACK RECOIL SPRING 
To remove this spring, remove front idler outside guard. 
Loosen three cap screws holding idler shaft guide to idler shaft bear-

ing. If these cap screws appear to be under a strain sidewise, loosen 
spring bracket bolt and turn adjusting bolt farther into spring bracket. 

Next remove nuts from bolts holding idler spring bracket to track 
roller frame, and finish removing three cap screws holding bearing guide 
to shaft bearing. Recoil spring assembly may now be removed. 

FRONT IDLER SHAFT BEARING 
To remove this bearing, place 2 wooden block under front idler. Re-

move TRACK RECOIL SPRING and remove three bolts in rear side 
of front idler shaft bearing holding idler guard to shaft bearing. 

Loosen set screw holding bearing to shaft and withdraw bearing. 

FRONT IDLER 
To remove front idler, remove TRACK, front idler guard, and remove 

six cap screws which hold front idler shaft bearings to guides. The idler 
may be removed by sliding out to the front. 

To disassemble the idler, remove the set screw and slide bearing 
assembly off of shaft. 

To assemble the idler, slide parts on to the shaft in the following 
order: Idler, roller hearing, inner thrust washer which is held to the 
huh by dowel pins, outer thrust washer which is held to the front idler 
shaft bearing by dowel pins, inner cork seal, outer cork seal, pressure 
plate. Insert springs in holes in the front idler shaft bearing, slip the 
bearing over the shaft, and lock with set screw. 

Caution: Be sure that the bosses on the pressure plate asscmbl en-
gage with the springs in the front idler shaft bearing. 

TRACK ROLLER FRAMF SIDE CHANNEL 
Place 1" wooden blocks under sprocket and front idler to take wcight 

of tractor from rollers. 
If outer side channel is to be removed, eniove sprocket guard. Place 

bar or wooden block in sprocket teeth, move tractor to rear and place 
nut between froht idler adjusting bolt and front idler bearing guide on 
inner side of track roller frame, as described under TRACK ROLLER. 

With jack or chain block, take weight of equalizer spring from top of 
track roller frame. 

Ren'rnve TRACK RECOIL SPR-ING, remove track roller outside 
dirt guard, reriove three bolts holding track roller frame top guard to 
side channel, remove U bolt from outer end of each track roller, remove 
grease pump connection from bottom of track roller frame outer bear-
ihg, remove four bolts holding bearilig to side channel, and remove 
three cap screws holding track roller end collars to side channel. 
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Remove nuts from eight bolts holding side channel to top channel. 
Two bolts at each end can be removed. Four bolts in center will slip 
back against track roller rims but will not come entirely out. 

Channel may now be removed. 
Inner side channel may be removed substantially as above, except that 

it will not be necessary to remove sprocket guard. 

TRACK ROLLER FRAME OUTER SIDE CHANNEL REMOVED 

FRONT IDLER ROLLER BEARINGS 
To remove these bearings, place 2" wooden block under idler as illus-

trated. Remove outer TRACK RECOIL SPRING. 
Remove three bolts from inner edge of front idler shaft bearing, hold-

ing idler guard to shaft bearing. Loosen set screw holding bearing to 
outer end of shaft. Remove front idler inside guard. 

Loosen set screw at inner end of shaft, which is now ready to be with-
drawn except that some tension may exist from recoil spring on inner 
side of front idler. 

Place 2" x 4" wooden block behind front idler. 
Loosen recoil spring bracket bolt and tighten spring adjusting bolt 

until tension on idler is relieved. With bronze rod or soft steel bolt, 
tap inner end of idler shaft until it is free of bearing, then withdraw. 

\Vhen shaft is withdrawn, roller hearings may be withdrawn. 
In replacing, he sure that flat steel thrust washers are properly seated 

on their pins. 
When new bearings are installed, new inner and outer races should 

be used. 
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REMOVING FRONT IDLER BEARINGS 

TRACK ROLLER FRAME DIAGONAL BRACE 
To remove, remove TRACK ROLLER FRAME TOP GUARD. 
Remove five bolts holding diagonal brace to track roller frame inside 

bearing; also two bolts holding it to angle brace. Loop wires around 
bolts to hold them in place, otherwise track roller dirt guard vill have 
to be removed. 

When re-connecting roller frame angle brace to track roller frame in-
side bearing, put in three vertical bolts first. Then, if two horizontal 
bolts do not line up exactly, start engine, and with tractor in low gear 
turn sharply to one side or the other. This will usually bring horizontal 
bolts into line. It is also sometimes helpful to 1ace a jack between front 
ends of track roller frames. Do not ream or file these bolt holes. To do so 
will cause looseness and wear. 

REMOVING TRACK FRAME DIAGONAL BRACE 
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EQUALIZER SPRING 
To remove this spring, remove TRACK ROLLER FRAME TOP 

GUARD on one side. Remove boot assembly on one side, by removing 
outer support bolt and loosening buckle beneath leather portion. Loosen 
buckle on boot at opposite end of spring. 

With short jack or long bar, raise one end of auxiliary spring until 
pin holding auxiliary spring to its bracket can be removed. Allow that 
end of spring to drop to ground and pin holding other end of spring to 
bracket can be removed easily. Auxiliary spring is then entirely free 
of tractor. 

lvVith chain block or heavy jack, raise engine 8" or until clips in cen-
ter of equalizerspring will clear webs on bottom of crank case. Spring 
may then be withdrawn endwise. A piece 1" x 3" x 48" laid across the 
track roller frames under the spring will help to hold up inner end of 
spring while it is pulled qut. 

REMOVING EQUALIZER SPRING 

DRAWBAR 

To remove drawbar, rrnove drawbar bolt, nut and cotter pin. 
To remove drawbar plate, remove two bolts and two cap screws hold- 

ing plate to bottom of brackets. 
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TRACK ROLLER FRAME INNER BEARINGS 

To remove these bearings, remove five bolts holding each bearing to 
its diagonal brace, and remove six nuts holding drawbar brackets to rear 
of transmission case. Drawbar assembly and bearings may then be re-
moved from tractor. 

To remove bearings from drawbar assembly, loosen bracket clamp 
bolts and drive track roller frame shaft to one side. Bearings may then 
be removed. 

REMOVING TR.cK ROLLER FRAME INSIDE BEARINGS 
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TRACK 
To remove, place track so that master pin, the pin with split cotter 

pins, is in front of front idler. Remove cotter pin from inner end of 
track pin. Place wooden block under front of track. 

Drive track pin out, using long bar, or short punch if someone is 
available to hold it. Master pm isslglitly tapered, being smaller at 
notched end, and should always be removed by driving on notched end 
and replaced by driving on the other end. Small or notched end should 
always be on inside of track. Use backup bar against the opposite side 
of track link to absorb shock of sledge ham!1cr blows so link will not be 
damaged if pin is extra tight. 

Save small filler collars located at each end of master track pin bush-
ing. 

Run tractor to rear until track drops from sprocket. 
To replace track, run tractor to rear until sprocket is near rear end of 

track. Lay rear four track links on sprocket and run tractor ahead so 
sprocket will carry track with it. With pinch bar, support end of track 
while it passes over track carrier roller and front idler. 

Place block under front end of track to hold it against 'front idler. 
Run tractor forward a few inches until block starts to lift idler from 
ground. Rear end of track will then engage with front end sufficiently 

REMoVING MASTER PIN 
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to insert pinch bar, coupling track together. Place 2" x 2" x 6" block of 
wood on sprocket teeth just below track and run engine to rear until 
strain on track draws front idler to rear. Insert nut or l)Olt head be-
tween head of front idler adjusting bolt and adjoining shaft bearing 
guide. \Vlien tractor is again run ahead and block is removed from 
sprocket, track will have additional slack which will make it easy to 
draw the two ends together enough to insert master pin. 

Be sure to replace the two filler collars. They arc easily held in place 
by applying a little grease. Aways drive the master pin small (notched) 
end toward the engine. Hold a backup bar against inside of track link 
to absorb hammer blows. Replace cotter pin. 

1vVhen pin is in place, remove nut or l)olt that was inserted back of 
head of idler adjusting bolt. 

READY TO RE-cONNECT TRACK 
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TRACK ROLLER FRAME 
To remove track roller frame, remove TRACK. Remove [runt l icr 

()tItSi(IC guard and TRACK ROI.JER FRAME TOP GUARD. Rcmovc 
sprocket guaid plate, held in place by five cap screws and one l)Olt. Re-
move five bolts from rear cud of track roller fi-ame diagonal brace, and 
remove four bolts holding outer track roller frame bearing to track 
roller frame. Remove grease pumiip connection from under track roller 
frame outer hearing. 

Lay a 1" x 3" x 24" block on top of track pin bushings, just behind 
sprocket. Run tractor to rear until sprocket rests on block, raising track 
roller frame outer bearing from track roller frame. 

\\Tith  chain block, or with jack under front end of crank case, raise 
engine until equalizer spring clears to1) of its SUPI)Ort. Roll track roller 
franie ahead to clear sprocket. It may be tipped outward so track car-
rier roller bracket will pass end of equalizer spring. 

TRACK ROLLER FRAME REIovED 

CAiPJIJ.R 
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